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Summary

This work describes the evolution of the geopolitics of energy from 1945 to the present day, with the aim of demonstrating that energy policies follow “cycles” of boom and bust, mostly due to limits of strategic oversight and a delay between investment decisions and their pay off. Current developments in the world energy market – most notably, U.S. shale gas and the rise of China – are compared to the “Cold War for Energy” from 1945 to 1991 as well as to the Post-Soviet energy developments to 1999. The “Boom and bust” character of this sector has long been dominant and depends upon loosely comparable political dynamics. The different cycles and grand strategies that the U.S. and Russia developed evolved from a territorial strategic competition of the Cold War to a more fragmented approach after 1991.

Energy resources are considered determinants of power, and a set of conclusions is derived concerning how energy policies interact with the broader global agenda of Russia, the United States, and China, in order to demonstrate how an increased supply worldwide will not lessen the strategic interests of the United States in the Middle East – and that shale gas could allow more freedom of movement for the U.S. in the region. Reduced energy prices in the past have also correlated with advancements in the Israeli-Palestinian peace process.

As for end markets and Russia-EU energy relations, this paper not only demonstrates how global energy policies exert a decisive impact on the local security of supply, mostly in terms of pricing, but also that end consumer states can secure an affordable flow of resources – impacting the equilibrium of global powers, as producing countries were able to introduce more aggressive political agendas during periods of high commodity prices. The European Union should consider the precedents of historical “energy cycles” to avoid a possible collapse of the present energy market, which could lead to an unsustainable energy inflation. Most notably, a recent relaxation in terms of EU policy of access of energy producers to the EU distribution market, together with a transformation of supply contracts from a “fixed price, long term” to a “spot price” structure, may represent a significant issue if new gas shortage develops – an unlikely, yet possible event.
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Introduction

Energy between Russia and the West: Time to abandon old concepts

Since the rise of Vladimir Putin as Russia’s President in 1999, a large amount of analysis has been dedicated to Russia’s energy policy as a means of fostering the political influence over continental Europe. The increased assertiveness of Moscow in both the energy sector and in terms of international relations at large has been interpreted as a signal for such agenda, and new projects binding Russia’s fossil resources with European markets are often viewed with concern. It seemed that Russia had finally completed that long sought after “post-Soviet resurgence”, bringing the Kremlin back to a geopolitical position proportionate to its history and ambition.

The return of Russia has been probably the most important world geopolitical event of the early 2000s, right before the full-blown emergence of China. This was not only because Russia’s return symbolized the end of the “Roaring Nineties” of the United States uncontested premiership. It led to anxiety in Europe, on whether the return of Moscow was to be feared or hailed. It led to doubts in the U.S., about whether the return of Russia could be “managed” or not, and if possibly the same vigorous return was due to chastised ambitions, frustrated by “ill directed” policies by Washington and the IMF. In Russia, the reemergence led to a revival of a sort of “nationalist sentiment”, exploited also for its value in domestic political terms.

For the sake of the U.S., we might safely assume that, for better or for worse, that strong nation called Russia would have “returned” to the global arena anyhow. The U.S enjoyed almost a decade of absolute global hegemony, but possibly no policy on earth would have achieved outcomes such as a “prevention” of the Russian return (given that someone really wanted to prevent it). Pretending that a U.S. policy might have ever be able to help Russia to the way of full democratization overnight, might sound like an overestimation of the reach of U.S. policies – or an underestimation of Russia’s own will and personality.

We shall also reject the claim that Russia’s return has been a simple story, in which the state simply reintroduces some sort of police state, regains control of energy resources, exports them and lets a government stay in power until the life-spans of leaders allow it. Putin’s return has had many implications and been far-reaching. The “democratic” dimension of the idea can be certainly questioned, but – as we will see later – also Russia had grounds to question the democratic idea per se.

In general terms, Putin’s energy policies in his first two terms can be characterized in three broad ways, aimed at reshaping the industry domestically and internationally.

First, Putin put some large extractive and infrastructural assets back under state control. Putin restructured the general relationship between the Kremlin and the so-called “oligarchs” – the group of private investors that surged to power during the late Boris Yeltsin’s tenure. The oligarchs, and in particular Boris Berezovski, played a crucial role in the successful reelection campaign of Yeltsin in 1996 (who was already looming in the deepest recesses of alcoholism). The oligarchs had allowed a wide degree of freedom in the first post-Soviet years, as hard cash was hardly needed to get the energy industry working again (it was estimated that the technology gap with the West was about 25 years). After the sector had recovered, they started exerting an ever stronger influence over the Kremlin – and Putin decided to change course.
Second, Putin’s Russia was successful at reasserting some kind of geopolitical agenda on the “Stan” republics of Central Asia. The interest of the country was defined militarily by means of direct intervention (as in Chechnya 1999), and by some indirect influence in local conflicts (as in Kabardino-Balkaria and Nagorno-Karabakh). Russia also tried to influence political change in some republics, sustaining elites with ties to the former Soviet Union. Moscow tried to prevent the installation of energy transportation infrastructures that could cut the Russian territory out of the routes. The strategy eventually succeeded in preventing the completion of pipelines such as the “Trans-Caspian Pipeline” (gas), connecting Turkmenistan to Azerbaijan; or a project to connect Kazakhstan’s extractive regions to Azerbaijan; or any other route connecting Turkmenistan directly with the Arabian sea. Nevertheless, other important pipelines outside of the Russian territory were completed, such as – most notably – the “Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan” pipeline, from the Azeri coast of the Caspian sea, to the Turkish oil terminal of Ceyhan.

Third, Putin’s Russia worked for the creation of additional gas pipelines connecting Russia’s pipeline infrastructure with Europe. The “feed” of such new pipeline projects originates in part from Russian territory, and in part from areas around the Caspian Sea – but the pipeline routes transit through Russian territory. Russia has been harshly criticized for having sought to “cut” Ukraine out of the transit area, yet we should also consider that the opposite extreme – that of the absolute majority of Russian gas exports to Europe transiting through Ukraine – was not beneficial for any of the parties.

In the eyes of the Kremlin’s critics, all of the three actions belong to the broader plan of bypassing Ukraine to install point-to-point infrastructures, and ultimately be able to “selectively” close down pipelines. In particular, creating high-capacity export routes such as Nord Stream (Russia-Germany) and, possibly, South Stream (Russia-South Corridor) would “separate Central Europe from Western Europe insofar as dependence on Russian energy is concerned”, in the words of former U.S. National Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski.

If Russia were able to deploy an energy plan of this sort in Europe, it could be able to exert a double-fold power on the continent, of “commercial” and “political” kind. In terms of “commercial power”, through the control of a larger stake of Europe’s gas supply, Russia would be in the position of deeply influencing gas prices, based on a partial monopoly. In particular, point-to-point energy transport infrastructures may significantly increase Russia’s occupation of single national gas markets, with a situation of “geographical monopoly”. As for “political power”, the same ability to selectively block export routes can be interpreted as an opportunity to impose political will on import countries also in areas other than energy.

Observing the relations between Russia and its neighboring countries after 1999, some commentators described the whole situation even as a “New Cold War”. This definition has been adopted by journalists, political leaders and some scholars. Referring to the East-West tensions

---

3 Such was the definition adopted by last Soviet Union President, Mikhail Gorbachev, in 2008 while describing the U.S. attitude towards Russia (see The Telegraph of 6. May 2008, Gorbachev: U.S. could start a new Cold War). Also the former Prime Minister of Ukraine Yuliya Tymoshenko adopted used the terms “Cold War” in a Foreign Affairs article (Containing Russia, May/June 2007), although he declared that “I do not believe that a new Cold War is under way or likely. Nevertheless, because Russia has indeed transformed itself since Putin
related to pipeline politics, some have even talked about a “New Great Game” in Central Asia. The “New Cold War” should differ from the “Old” one as it is based on a broader concentration on energy resources as a means of exerting political power. The Russian control on the feed of some oil and gas routes directed to Europe is leveraged (or could be leveraged) by the Kremlin to impose its will on transit and consuming countries.

Yet, it is time to look at situation with new eyes. Such interpretation of Russia’s energy initiatives was popularized years ago. New elements intervened in the meantime. Most notably, although the share of gas supply from Russia has increased in some states, it has been reduced in others, due to alternative suppliers from North Africa and from LNG sea terminals. Moreover, the European Commission took action to prevent a possible expansion of Russia’s control on gas pricing and flow, pushing for various measures to increase diversification and to allow EU countries a better leverage on gas contracts negotiations. Among the proposed measures there has been that of inviting European countries to prefer “spot” to “long term” contracts (in order to exploit eventual low-price supply from other partners); preventing Russian state companies from entering the European gas storage and local distribution market (otherwise Russia would be able to deploy “physical arbitrage” strategies); installing “reverse flow” gas infrastructures, capable for example of providing shut-off markets with supplies from other countries; developing alternative international gas sourcing infrastructures, such as the (improbable) “Nabucco/Nabucco West” pipeline, or many others between Turkey and the Balkans.

In the global context, a slump in gas pricing (attributed to U.S. shale, but actually mostly due to European stagnating demand) made clear how the gas dependence is mutual: Europe needs Russian gas, but Moscow needs hard-currency from gas exports, and therefore is as much dependent as Europe on its own gas exports. Russia is still far – if it will ever be able or willing to – from achieving that final transition from “energy dependent” economy to a diversified industrial system, as the stock exchange of Moscow is still overly dependent on the pricing of fossil commodities. Also some ambitious energy infrastructure projects will probably never see the light. A change of course in Ukrainian policies (compared to the early 2000s) convinced Russian policymakers of the feasibility of a plan to simply revamp existing pipeline routes through Ukraine, and give up visionary investment in the Southern Corridor (Turkey-Black Sea).

For this reason, it is time to completely revise the approach to the “geopolitical structure” of East-West energy relations. It is not just a matter of change in the energy sector: the structure of great powers has changed. Talking about the “pipeline competition” as the sole dimension of the “energy game” is short-sighted: more fundamental dynamics have started influencing the sector, involving governments, industries and societies.

became president in 2000, the problem of fitting Russia into the world's diplomatic and economic structures (particularly when it comes to markets for energy) raises profound questions.”


5 See Kleveman, Lutz (2004), The New Great Game: Blood and Oil in Central Asia, Grove Press

6 Although some signals show that Russia indeed achieved some diversification, consumption and imports are still highly correlated to fossil commodity prices, as demonstrated by Gaddy, Clifford & Ickes, Barry (2010), Russia after the Global Financial Crisis, CRIFFES Working Paper Series
**Methodology and structure of the work**

This work is divided into three main sections. The first section describes the “History of Oil and Gas in the Cold War” from 1945 to 1991. The idea is to provide a “historical framework” for understanding how the “diplomatic traditions” of Russia and the United States in the energy sector have matured. If history is a guide for the future, this first part also serves to evidence how “energy cycles” characterized global energy policies ever since WWII – and wise political planning is needed to find a positive stance as new cycles begin.

The second section describes the “Post-Soviet energy developments”. This narrative became very popular in the early 2000s, and somehow it is still considered central for the current energy situation. Yet, the structure of the global energy market has changed – not only due to shale gas – and I describe how the 1991-1999 political struggle developed and finally ended.

The third section builds on the first two sections, and describes how shale gas and the rise of China are affecting energy supply security in the West, and possibly the U.S. presence in the Middle East. As for supply security, this part claims that the current Western advantage is “temporary” and will not be sustainable without adequate political and economic investment. As for the U.S. in the Middle East, increased domestic production do not mean – technically and politically – that the Washington will reduce its interest in the region.

The methodology leverages both historical and a quantitative approaches. More specifically, the methodology is based upon the consideration that current U.S. and Russian action depend on two “layers” of historical experiences (the Cold War and the post-Soviet development), and are then influenced by radical changes in the energy environment, although the post-Soviet disorder has been largely recomposed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 – Oil and gas in the Cold War</td>
<td>Assessment of “traditional” energy geopolitics</td>
<td>Definition of the four basic “energy cycles” and of the overlying dynamics of energy geopolitics, also to assess the “diplomatic tradition” shaping the strategies of the blocs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 – Post-soviet energy developments</td>
<td>Assessment of “Post-Cold War” geopolitical fragmentation</td>
<td>Definition of “geopolitical anarchy” due to the collapse of the Cold War order, in order to assess the recent experiences defining the strategic posture of great powers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 – Contemporary developments</td>
<td>Assessment of “current” geopolitics</td>
<td>Analysis of the impact of current energy dynamics on the equilibrium of power and on the supply security of Europe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The methodology considers a classic, post-realist theory of international relations: strategic objectives are chosen depending on the interest of the domestic structure of power. In democracies, and especially in the Cold War U.S., such interest can be more closely identified with the interest of
the country at large. As for Russia, the Kremlin’s moves have been constantly permeated by the interest of the ruling party to hold power, also – in some cases – giving up chances of achieving a broader and more diversified model of economic development.

Europe, in its quest for “energy security”, has been often lacking a real geopolitical personality, and therefore the country plays only a residual role in the methodological assessment. Nevertheless, historical experience shows that in some cases European countries were able to find and exploit favorable positions within the global geopolitical competition. Such has been the case – as we will see – of Italy and the import of Soviet oil in the late 1950s; of Germany and the construction of the “Druzhba” pipeline in the early 1960s; of the UK and the new oil supply in the 1970s; and of Italy, Germany and the UK in the installation of the Urengoy pipeline in the 1980s.

The approach will allow to assess an analytical structure such as the one described in the following table

Table 2 - Assessment of geopolitical goals by country/period

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Xxx</td>
<td>xxx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Xxx</td>
<td>xxx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>Xxx</td>
<td>xxx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Xxx</td>
<td>xxx</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Defining a complete historical, political and quantitative “geopolitical model” will provide a reliable structure to better understand how recent dynamics are able to impact the system. “Shale gas”, the “emergence of new consuming countries”, and also the onset of the EU as a (somehow) functioning international organ representing the interest of European countries, will all be evaluated in their impact on the “geopolitical personality” of countries.
1. Oil and Gas in the Cold War

Keypoints

- This first part outlines the U.S.-Soviet energy grand strategies during the Cold War, to describe how inter-bloc energy relations belonged to consistent diplomatic lines, parallel and integrated to the “main” Cold War, as great powers consistently tried to affect others’ or enhance their own energy supply security in order to achieve political or commercial advantages.

- The aim is to provide a longer term “historical framework” to define some specific elements:
  - The “diplomatic and strategic tradition” of Russia and the U.S. in the energy sector, in the Mideast presence, and in the influence with Europe, with the aim to define which past experiences may still shape the current political personality of Washington and Moscow
  - The presence of “cycles” in the strategic relationship between the United States and the USSR/Russia mostly as a result of the effect of price variability. The variable of “energy price” is influenced by instability in producing countries, but can also be influenced by exogenous factors - such an increase in production in non-OPEC countries – that exerts decisive impact on the balance of power.

- In particular, this section shows how big powers may profit from a presence on resource-rich territories even in case they do not need resources themselves, with the aim of affecting the “energy supply security” of competitors. Such has been the case of the Soviet Union and its ambitions in the Middle East from 1945 to 1991: the Soviet empire had more than enough reserves for its own needs (and those of its satellites), yet a presence in the region was considered essential to limit the reach of the West on oil and gas. Similarly, a (possibly) energy independent U.S. in contemporary times may still have reasons to retain a presence in the Middle East, in a logic of power equilibrium with the presence of rising and resource-hungry powers (such as China). This element will be of pivotal importance while assessing the strategic rationale of an energy-independent U.S. (as forecasted by the EIA by 2030) and its presence in the Middle East.

- As for the theoretical approach, this chapter explores the “realist” question behind the Soviet Union’s energy resource exports, in terms of “imperialist” or “commercial” goals. The latter aspect tended to prevail over the years, although they both have always been contemporarily present. In particular, as long as the Soviet Union was chasing “imperialist” goals through energy exports, U.S. “territorial” counteractions proved largely ineffective. Only when Soviet “commercial” means started to prevail by the 1980s (together with a Soviet extractive slowdown and a partial switch to gas exports), a U.S. “market” reaction exerted some effect – although Reagan’s energy actions were not targeting exclusively Moscow. A specific analysis is dedicated to the role of Italy in the 1950s-60s, as the most relevant country influencing inter-bloc “energy diplomacy” in the period and in the following years.
1945-1991: The Four energy cycles

The potential of Soviet oil, in terms of both its commercial and political reach, has surfaced as a topic for research in different periods of the Cold War. After WWII, the main question was represented by the Soviet Union’s chances to recover its oil extraction and transportation industry from the ruins of the global conflict. After the Suez Crisis of 1956, Moscow inaugurated a large-scale policy of oil trading with the West, inspiring a set of intelligence analysis political dimensions of the new commerce. In the 1970s, the explosion of two energy crises defined new prospects for the Soviet oil export potential and for the relations between Moscow and the Arab oil-producing states of OPEC. Research focused on commercial and imperialist aspects of the Soviet oil trade in that decade, with considerations about possibilities of further expansion. By the early 1980s it had become clear that most of the potential for Soviet oil relied on its ability to provide hard-currency earnings to Moscow, and some scholars focused on this topic. In 1986, the decreasing consumption of oil and some extraction liberalization policies in the West led to a collapse in the barrel price, contributing to the buildup of financial distress in the Soviet Union: the residual potential of Soviet exports and the new market situation became the subject of renewed research interest.

The notable work by Simon Bromley about oil as a tool for U.S. hegemony draws closer to the aim of this chapter, yet it largely focuses on the mere “leadership” role of the U.S. in the oil industry. Oil relations between the U.S. and the Soviet Union are explored in a minor

---


9 The most relevant publications from this period are Klinghoffer, Arthur Jay, Soviet oil politics in the Middle East and Soviet-American relations (Tel Aviv, Israel: Tel Aviv University Russian and East European Research Center, 1976); and Klinghoffer, Arthur Jay, Soviet Union & International Oil Politics, (New York, NY: Columbia University Press, 1977).


14 Bromley, Simon, American Hegemony and World Oil (University Park, PA: Penn State Press, 1991)
portion of the book, and little attention is dedicated to the “dialogic” relationship in the energy field linking Washington and Moscow along the Cold War. Such an element is particularly important since the Soviet Union acted mainly as a producer, while the U.S. progressively transformed into an oil importing economy. Bromley’s work nevertheless provides useful insights concerning the interrelation between the system of international oil companies as a tool for U.S. global influence. Also the book dedicated by Fiona Venn to U.S. oil diplomacy reviews the role of oil in inter-bloc relations, yet the work was completed on the verge of the 1986 oil crisis and could not consider the impact of such pivotal event in Cold War relations.

Most scholarly accounts focus on the industrial aspects of oil in the twentieth century, rather than on the political ones; or about the U.S. “addiction” to oil. As for oil related policies and tensions, most scholars concentrated on specific periods, and their research has been geographically limited. Some research has been dedicated to the first post-war years, and specifically to the role of the superpowers in the Middle East; others have focused on the strategic role of Iran; in most cases, the analysis of energy relations has been incorporated into assessments of Mideast policies under specific U.S. administrations, primarily those of Presidents Truman, Eisenhower and Kennedy.

This section seeks to contribute to the outlined debate through two main contributions. First, it implies that energy resources represented a key element in inter-bloc relations since the end of WWII, defining throughout, complete and continuous strategies. Of course, the Cold War has not been fought or determined by the control of energy resources, but oil and gas have played an important role in the East-West conflict.

Secondly, this part presents a rational analysis of the strategic directives aimed at leveraging oil as a “political” mean to exert power on other countries, from the directives considering oil as a “commercial” target per se, capable of providing financial resources to the Soviet system. The analytical approach is “realist”, as the goals in terms of inter-bloc energy relations where largely defensive on the U.S. side (limiting Soviet Union’s “energy leveraged” strategic approach) and offensive on the Soviet one (optimization of profits and exertion of political power through energy exports), although as energy prices slumped in the 1980s, positions were partially reversed (the specific connections between energy imperialism, energy commerce and offensive/defensive strategies are outlined in table 1). Clearly, also the U.S. controlled some portion of the world energy commerce and “offensively” leveraged it to secure commercial and strategic goals; yet, U.S. oil

15 Bromley, Simon (1991), quo t., pp. 189-200
18 Notable works such as Klare, Michael T., Blood and Oil: The Dangers and Consequences of America’s Growing Dependency on Imported Petroleum (New York, NY: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004); Rutledge, Ian, Addicted to Oil: America’s Relentless Drive for Energy Security (London, UK: I.B. Tauris, 2006), focus on the mere aspect of the U.S. dependence on imported oil, and not on the need of oil as a determinant factor in the inter-bloc energy strategy.
21 See Waltz, Kenneth, Theory of International Politics (New York, NY: random House, 1979)
exports to the Soviet Union and its satellite states have been extemporary and episodic – differently than the broad hard-currency exports policy of Moscow starting in the late 1950s.

The proposed approach is interdisciplinary in nature and bridges aspects of politics, diplomacy and economy of energy resources. Covering a period of almost fifty years (from 1944 to 1991), the analysis refers to recognized secondary sources and completes them with selected primary ones. The work of Russian scientists and researchers has been included, although post-1991 energy sector events evidenced how Western sources proved more accurate in assessing the Soviet Union situation than Russian ones (see the CIA reports about Soviet production “records”).

The history of oil and gas in the Cold War can be organized into four main periods, based on events that had considerable impact on the oil market and that represented turning points in East-West strategies.

- The first period begins at the end of the Second World War to the Suez Crisis of 1956 and the beginning of large-scale Soviet oil exports to the West (termed by some “First Soviet Oil Offensive”).
- The second period commences at the completion of the Druzhba pipeline, linking the Soviet Union with Eastern Europe, to the oil crisis of 1973, with the booming Soviet oil-related hard-currency revenue (constituting a “Second Soviet Oil Offensive”).
- The third period from 1973 to the Islamic Revolution of 1979, with a third resurgence of Soviet hard-currency earnings (a “Third Soviet Oil Offensive”).
- The fourth period begins with the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, to the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991. Some observers termed it a “U.S. Oil Offensive”, yet (as we will review later) this definition can be easily questioned.

---

23 See Lubell (1961), quot. This definition was also used in a 1962 U.S. Senate Study dedicated to the matter: Problems Raised by the Soviet Oil Offensive, a study prepared for the Subcommittee to investigate the administration of the Internal Security Act and other internal security laws of the Committee on the Judiciary, United States Senate.
From WWII to the Suez Crisis of 1956

After the end of WWII, the oil infrastructure of the Soviet Union was in a state of disarray. The first choice to satisfy Soviet Union consumption was to concentrate on Romania, by that time the twelfth largest oil producer in the world: the local industry was nationalized and put under the control of a Soviet-Romanian joint venture. The agreement was that 20% of production would go directly to Moscow as war reparation; another 40% would be purchased by the Soviet Union at 1938 prices. Contemporarily, the Soviet extractive industry underwent a wide restructuring program. The Soviet planners focused on the new “Volga-Urals” area, and by 1949 this new oil frontier had compensated for the wartime decline. New investments and the recovery of the damaged equipment allowed a strong increase in Soviet oil extraction, which by 1958 had become five times larger than in 1946.

On the U.S. side, in February the celebrated meeting between President Franklin Delano Roosevelt and the Saudi King Ibn Al-Saud, onboard the cruiser USS Quincy in the Suez Canal, conferred diplomatic dignity to the oil operations of some U.S. multinationals that had entered the Arabian country in the 1930s. Such a move by Roosevelt was due to the urgency felt in the United States to focus on foreign reserves to satisfy the rising oil demand of American consumers. Already in 1944, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Harold L. Ickes had publicly expressed his fear that the domestic fields would one day not suffice both in terms of security and for normal consumption; the U.S. would have begun importing foreign oil in 1948.

The Middle East was nevertheless still a region of predominant British influence, and America’s room for maneuver in the region was limited. The strongholds of the UK presence, such as Iraq or Iran, could not be targeted by Washington. The United States and Great Britain first engaged in collaborative behavior, mostly aimed at containing Stalin’s post-conflict aspirations in the region. The most relevant episode in this sense is the joint U.S.-UK diplomatic pressure to solve the 1946 “Iranian Crisis”. Due to the continuing Soviet presence in the Azerbaijan region of Iran, on January 30, 1946, the UN Security Council – under British and U.S. – pressure passed its “Resolution 2”, calling for the troops to withdraw. The Soviet troops left Iranian territory on May 9, 1946. Although the decision was mostly due to joint U.S.-UK diplomatic pressure, the oil factor also played an important part. The Soviets were offered a sort of compensation for leaving the country, in the form of barrels: an oil contract was signed between Teheran and Moscow. Nevertheless, the agreement was eventually rejected by the Iranian Parliament in 1947 (with the red Army well beyond the borders), earning the Iranian Premier Ahmed Qavam the well-deserved nickname of “The Old Fox”.

The Iranian crisis represented the first significant rift between the Soviet Union and its former WWII allies. In terms of inter-bloc relations in the Middle East, the post-war events in Iran convinced the Western powers of the necessity to protect the area from Soviet territorial expansion.
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attempts. Yet, Stalin’s pressure on Iran did not cease after 1946. With Soviet support, ten weeks after the Red Army had left, the Tudeh party successfully encouraged a strike and a revolt at the British-led refinery of Abadan, the main oil infrastructure of Iran. Indeed, the tactic was not the only episode of Russian support to locals opposing the British: it was replicated also in Iraq, at the Kirkuk oil plant and at the Mosul oil terminal, where Soviet-trained leaders presented a list of grievances and requests to the UK management.29

The U.S. State Department’s Bureau of Near Eastern, South Asian and African Affairs (NEA) provided an assessment of the situation in 1950: the Soviet Union wanted to install a puppet regime in Tehran, to attain the “historic Russian objective” of gaining access to the Persian Gulf. Through such actions, the Soviets could “control part and threaten the entire Middle Eastern oil reservoir.” In order to reach these results, “Russian attempts to subvert Iran have taken almost any conceivable form of pressure, threats and subversive operations,” ranging from the infiltration of agents, to the funding of the still-surviving underground Tudeh organization30. To counter the Soviet influence, the U.S. planned a strategy of economic expansion in Iran, leveraging the country’s oil richness: a seven-year program was launched, “with the advice and the assistance of an organization of experts from American technical firms, under which Iranian resources, mainly those derived from the operations of the Anglo-Iranian oil Company, will be employed in projects of considerable magnitude31.”

Figure 2 - The Azerbaijan provinces of Iran

In terms of Soviet goals in the Middle East, Moscow was well aware that in 1949 the U.S. had become net oil importer, and that Middle Eastern barrels were important to feed the resurging European economies and allowing the West to save on its precious domestic reserves32. In the post-
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Suez period, Eisenhower’s Secretary of State John Foster Dulles stated that a broader U.S. presence in the Mideast region was needed since “if we do not act, the Soviets are likely to take over the area, and they could thereby control Europe through the oil on which Europe is dependent\textsuperscript{33}. In 1957, the “Eisenhower Doctrine” speech stated that the Middle East had to be stabilized, since “it contains about two thirds of the presently known oil deposits of the world […]. The nations of Europe are peculiarly dependent upon this supply […]. If the nations of [the Middle East] should lose their independence, […] Western Europe would be endangered just as though there had been no Marshall Plan, no North Atlantic Treaty Organization\textsuperscript{34}. Eisenhower sought to gain approval for a 400 billion dollar aid package destined to Middle Eastern governments, with the authorization to grant military aid and to use force if needed.

There were substantial differences in the rationale of the U.S. presence in the Middle East, as compared to the British one with its “legacy of protectorates, political residents, and local military forces commanded by British officers\textsuperscript{35}”. In 1955, Eisenhower’s Secretary of State John Foster Dulles assessed the following: “Our policy in the Middle East has been directed towards retaining the area within the free world, developing the oil resources, assisting the economic and social development of the countries concerned\textsuperscript{36}. Washington pursued a policy of appeasement towards Arab self-determination. This tactic, on some extent, was consistent with the post-Leninist approach of the Soviet Union: rather than dreaming about socialist revolutions flourishing on the sand, Moscow tried to sustain Arab anti-colonialist and nationalist movements, postponing the question of an eventual proletarian dictatorship to a second phase. The interaction of both American and Soviet policies contributed to the emersion of Arab nationalism: an element that would go on to define the rules of play in the Middle East between the U.S. and Soviet Union for decades to come\textsuperscript{37}.

Together with the Middle East, the other end of the Soviet oil strategy was represented by consuming countries. The first post-WWII exports of Soviet oil began in 1949, benefiting Eastern Europe\textsuperscript{38}, in particular Bulgaria, Poland and Czechoslovakia. Unsurprisingly, such commercial agreements were bundled to the acceptance of the full political agenda as dictated by Moscow: as a consequence to a broadening political fracture, Josip Tito’s Yugoslavia did not receive direct Soviet oil exports as of 1954. As for Western Europe, the oil supply in the post-war years was mostly funneled by the U.S., with a special focus on diverting Mideast resources to this area: about one-fifth of the Marshall Plan funds in the first year of the program (1948) were invested in oil\textsuperscript{39}.

The 1956 Suez crisis represented a turning point in the Soviet oil strategy. Soviet support played an important part in the decision of the Egyptian president, Gamal Abdel Nasser, to
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\textsuperscript{35} Citino (2002), quot., p. 2.
\textsuperscript{37} Nevertheless, the aim of this paper is not to question Eisenhower’s policies towards the promotion of Arab nationalism. The development of a post-WWII Arab nationalism will be rather taken as a matter of fact, considered in its historical continuum after the Arab revolt of 1916-18.
nationalize the Suez Canal: two 1955 arms deals had fostered Nasser’s self-assurance about the military power and international position of Egypt⁴⁰. Moreover, in the midst of the crisis the new Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev ostensibly supported Nasser’s actions, leading the CIA head Allen Dulles to note how “Nasser had apparently received assurances from the Soviet Ambassador in Cairo that Russia is prepared to support Egypt all the way, even risking World War III⁴¹”.

The impact of the crisis on the oil market was large. Before the conflict, some 2 million barrels of oil per day reached Western Europe from the Middle East, and two-thirds of them transited through Suez, covering more than 40% of demand⁴². As an act of retaliation to France and Britain, Nasser ordered the sinking of 40 vessels present in the Canal, effectively obstructing the passage until early 1957. The blockade caused a commercial problem also for the Soviets: the Soviet Union shipped oil from the Black Sea, through Suez, to reach its Asian customers. The quantities were not large, but still represented a potential that Moscow was eager to exploit. The nuisance of the blockade was nevertheless more than compensated by an unprecedented advantage: some “free” countries in Europe came to the conclusion that it was necessary to find alternative suppliers to the “traditional” Mideast sources – and the most immediate alternative was represented by Soviet oil.

![Figure 3 - The Suez Canal blockade and its effect on transit routes](image)

Of course, oil price were not the ultimate reason for the Soviets to support Nasser. Yet, the Moscow policy had successfully led to a collapse in the region, which reverberated on the oil market – and, almost unexpectedly, represented a financial boon for the Kremlin coffers. Soviet oil exports ramped up from 3.7 million tons in 1955, to 85.8 in 1968, and more than 30% of the national production was sent abroad. More than a half of it reached the West⁴³. As observed by a commentator at the time “to secure a position in the European market, the Soviet Union has

⁴² Time of May 12, 1956: State of business: Middle-East Echoes
employed the time-honored concept of cutting prices to dislodge already established suppliers. It may be that the Soviet Union wishes to realize the maximum return from its oil exports, but first has found it necessary to undercut prices as a means of entering the market.\(^{44}\)

The Italian state oil company “Eni\(^*\), led by self-made tycoon Enrico Mattei, played a pivotal role in this Soviet activity. In 1955, around 2% of the Italian demand was covered by Soviet oil, at 235,000 tons per year. After the Suez crisis, the trade increased considerably: in 1958, due to some new Eni agreements with Moscow, Italy imported 1 million tons, covering 7% of the country’s demand. The following year, with 3 million tons, or 16% of the national demand, Italy became the world’s largest oil importer from the Soviet Union, even more than any socialist country.\(^{45}\)

Italy was not alone in its quest for Soviet oil. The Soviet Union covered 25% of Austria’s need, 75% of Iceland’s, 40% of Greece’s and 75% of Finland’s. Moreover, the U.S. suspected that Mattei bought oil from the Soviets, refined it, and sold it to Switzerland and West Germany: countries that had explicitly renounced to the Soviet supply.\(^{46}\) Yet, not only was Eni working as a gate-opener for Soviet barrels to the West: Mattei also mediated with the Italian company “Fincantieri” for the building of oil tankers to be sold to the Soviets, serving additional purposes of market expansion. By the end of 1962, six tankers were under construction in Italy.\(^{47}\) Moreover, Italian technical components were order for the construction of the “Druzhba (or “COMECON”) Pipeline”, to connect the Russian oil reserves with Eastern European.

![Figure 4 - The Druzhba oil pipeline](image.png)

On March 17, 1962, U.S. Undersecretary of State George Ball met with Kennedy’s counselor Arthur Schlesinger, Undersecretary of State for Political Affairs George McGhee and the Ambassador to Italy George Frederick Reinhardt: in order to limit the leftist tendencies of Italy’s (or Mattei’s) international relations, an “appeasement” strategy was adopted. Washington decided to tie Eni up to


\(^{46}\) Ibid.

\(^{47}\) Piercy (1962), quot., p. 21.
the system of the oil majors, rather than trying to counter its business with Moscow. Eni could then be brought under the international system of the Western majors, if Mattei was ready to accept certain conditions (such as limiting Soviet oil imports, not interfering with the majors’ relations with producing countries, and engaging in “fairer” competitive practices). On May 22, 1962, a meeting took place in Rome between Ball and Mattei demonstrated his openness to the appeasement approach – plans were made for a meeting with Kennedy. In the summer of 1962, the Italian branch of Exxon communicated its availability to provide Eni with 10 million tons of Libyan oil.

The impact of the Soviet oil exports to the West was essential in determining the energy policy of Moscow in the years to follow. The Kremlin had entered the Western market with aggressive pricing policies, although they were relaxed in the following years. By the early 1960s, hard-currency sales of oil and gas “represented 40% of Moscow’s exports and constituted the largest single foreign-currency earner for the country. [...] The Soviet Union was the largest producer of oil in the world, producing over 600 million barrels per year. It was the world’s second largest exporter of oil, second only to Saudi Arabia, exporting 150 million barrels a year.

In order to keep up with the lucrative hard-currency oil exports, on the verge of a domestic oil production crisis around the end of the decade, some reported that “Moscow instructed its Eastern European clients to begin purchasing oil elsewhere. This relieved some of the burden of supplying these states, reducing the Soviet share of their oil imports to roughly 65% (although Moscow had to be careful that the economic burden thus created for these weak states did not strain Soviet resources in other ways). Domestically, and perhaps most importantly, the Soviets began a strict energy conservation program. They thereby succeeded in reducing by half (from 8% to 4%) the yearly rate of increased domestic energy consumption. They also accelerated the development and increased the use of alternative energy sources with some success. They were less successful in seeking outside assistance for the improvement of oil extraction.

Enrico Mattei died in a plane crash on October 27, 1962, under circumstances that remain unclear to this day. His company survived him, and was successful in placing Italy between the two blocs, and somehow in blurring the border between the Soviet and the Western oil markets. The Druzhba pipeline was completed in 1964. Eni enjoyed a 12 million ton oil supply contract with Exxon (two more than the initial proposal), and, soon afterwards, another one with Gulf. Furthermore, relations with the Soviet Union continued, with a new agreement for a supply of 25 million tons of oil to be delivered by 1970. Italy contributed to the clearance of Soviet oil in the Western markets, and allowed Europe to benefit from supply sources that were alternative to the Middle East ones. This element would prove particularly important in the years to come, when two energy crises hit the world markets in the 1970s.

As far as the political goals of the Soviet Union in the Middle East are concerned, a Russian observer stated, speaking of the outcome of Nikita Khrushchev’s plan for the region, that the balance sheet “seemed favorable. He managed to neutralize the Arab countries and Afghanistan very
effectively by helping them to strengthen their independence. British colonialism in the Arabian Peninsula was on its last legs, and foreign bases were disappearing from Egypt, Jordan, Iraq and the Sudan. Although on a limited scale, Egypt and Syria (and to some extent also Iraq) became Soviet allies. Russia was present in Nasser’s Egypt, had a role in the Yemeni conflict of 1962, and actively backed leftist organizations in Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq, Syria, and Oman. The Soviet Union was not only enjoying new income due to the opened export routes to the West, but could count on reliable strongholds in the oil-rich Middle East.

---

From the 1960s to the 1973 oil crisis

The second period of the oil history of the Cold War started in the early 1960s and ended with the oil crisis of 1973. The 1960s saw the collapse of the Egypt-led United Arab Republic, and later the Ba’athist takeovers in Syria and Iraq. Arab nationalism became a powerful political movement in many Mideast countries, and both the U.S. and the Soviet Union engaged again in a strong push towards sustaining local powers. Together with Israel, the strong focus of Washington was on oil-producing countries in the region (Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia). This diplomatic line generated some resentment in those Arab countries characterized by smaller or no oil production: these latter countries (Egypt, Syria, Yemen) welcomed the help of Soviet Russia. The 1973 Yom Kippur war ignited an unprecedented oil price boom (orchestrated by OPEC), allowing the Soviet Union to engage in a “Second Soviet Oil Offensive”. The new flow of oil funds was invested in a significant restructuring of the domestic hydrocarbons industry, and fed the cash-strapped administrative and military apparatus.

One of the main questions that occupied Western analysts in the 1960s was to understand the possible aims of the Soviet Union in the Mideast, especially for what concerned oil matters. Some reports in the late 1960s argued that, possibly, a domestic oil crisis was about to hit the Soviet Union, and that Moscow wanted to satisfy its energy thirst through a more incisive presence in the Middle East: “It was argued that the Soviet Union could not keep up with the demand of its own domestic energy needs, which increased at a rate of 8% per year. Nor could it go on providing the vast majority (roughly 80%) of Eastern Europe’s needs (representing 55% of total Soviet oil exports) as it had in the past. At a minimum, Moscow would not be able to maintain its lucrative hard-currency sales of oil and natural gas.”

Yet still, the Seven-Year Plan of 1959-1965 was noteworthy for significant achievements in the oil sector. Production doubled from 949 to 1,800 million barrels over this period, and in 1964 the Druzhba pipeline was completed. Furthermore, new, important technological innovations were introduced, such as the self-elevating platform for drilling in the Caspian Sea (1966) and a further expansion of turbo-drilling techniques. There were also some problems: “petroleum exploration [...] lacked the presence of modern instrumentation. Efforts were hampered by the inappropriateness on occasion of Soviet technology and incentive systems. Complaints and inefficiency were especially widespread near the close of the Seven-Year Plan [...]. Many organizational and methodological difficulties persisted in the oil industry. There was often enormous waste. There were ill-advised practices in operating the pressure-maintenance installations [...]. As a result, large reserves of oil were rendered unrecoverable.”

Notwithstanding some grim reports by the CIA (including a popular 1977 report forecasting that, in the 1980s, the Soviet Union would have “to compete for OPEC oil for its own use”), the Soviet Union never became a significant oil importer; commercial interactions in the oil sector between Moscow and Mideast countries were motivated by politics or by the structure of the market. When some states nationalized their oil industries in the 1970s, the Soviet Union engaged in
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some large orders of their barrels, to provide a temporary market until relations with Western purchasers normalized. As for the mere commercial aspects, there were some three-way deals, with the Soviet Union acting as “export agent” for Mideast suppliers: “the Soviets provided oil and natural gas to Egypt, which in turn exported oil to Japan and India for Moscow; the Soviets exported oil and gas to Europe for the Kuwaitis and the United Arab Emirates, who in turn sent oil to the Far East for the Soviets. Such three-way deals also existed with the shah’s Iran, which supplied southern Russia, while the Soviets exported to Western Europe. [However] such arrangements hardly made Moscow dependent upon Middle Eastern imports, any more than they made the Middle Eastern countries dependent upon Soviet imports.

The Soviet Union, therefore, did not have an interest in Mideast oil per se. As assessed by Peter Mangold in 1977: “Capabilities apart, Soviet intentions vis-à-vis Western oil supplies are difficult to assess. Few in the West would quarrel with Pravda’s view that ‘to stop pumping Arabian Gulf oil [...] will be like an economic earthquake in the entire capitalist world.’ At the same time, however, the United States has made it abundantly clear that it will tolerate neither the strangulation of the Western economies, nor Soviet domination of the Middle East: indeed, the Americans have risked nuclear war to prevent the latter development. The only viable approach for the Soviet Union in the Middle East was forcibly “mediated”, through more or less direct backing of nationalist governments and leftist groups.

There is no indication that the Soviets wanted a conflict in the Middle East, but “they were compelled to support the Arabs morally and politically and it was clear from the Soviet government’s statement on 23 May 1967 that Moscow would be on the side of the Arabs if the latter were attacked. In practical terms, despite the opportunity to do so, the Soviets avoided direct intervention in the 1967 Arab conflict due to the firm U.S. response and a lack of agreement within the Moscow leadership. Nevertheless, the Soviet Union seems to have played an important role in escalating Middle East tensions to the brink of war in 1967; some scholars argue that “evidence is accumulating that it actually instigated the conflict”. Recent research also suggests that “whether anticipated or not, the crisis escalated as a result of the Soviets providing the Egyptians with information about Israeli troops gathering on the border. Yet, oil production and shipment reductions during the Six Day War were negligible. Moreover, having learnt the lesson of 1956, the world oil industry had restructured, and a new blockade of the Suez Canal exerted only marginal influence on the reliability of oil supply: larger oil tankers counterbalanced the time-delay due to the longer Cape of Good Hope route.”
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The 1973 conflict had more pervasive effects on the situation of oil, because instead of hitting the “geographical” aspects of the oil industry (the Suez Canal was still closed since 1967 and the effects had been absorbed), the conflict had consequences on its “market” sides. The Soviet role in the build-up of the crisis was far more pregnant and decisive than in the 1967 conflict, and eventually the Soviets had to demonstrate a firm stance to prevent the Israelis from advancing too deeply into Egyptian territory. Nevertheless, the OPEC reaction to U.S. involvement in the conflict sparked the first “oil crisis” of the 1970s. This market situation provided room for additional (and highly priced) Soviet exports, inspiring a “Second Soviet Oil Offensive”. It was not in the original intentions of the Soviet Union to destabilize the region in order to gain additional hard-currency revenue, but Soviet support for local nationalism definitely contributed to igniting the 1973 conflict, and equally definitely, resulted in additional revenue in the end.

The 1967 war had also represented an opportunity for increased Soviet exports to the West, although the additional shipments were consistent with a long-time trend initiated by the first “offensive” of the late 1950s. From 1960 to 1964, exports had increased 123%; in 1965-69, the growth had been 60%. By the outbreak of the 1973 conflict, Soviet exports had largely stabilized, and had experienced the first decline in a long time. Since 1956, hard-currency revenue from oil exports to the West had become an important item for Soviet finances, representing 40% of the total energy exports and constituting the “largest single foreign-currency earner for the country”. As mentioned, by the end of the 1960s, the Soviet Union started experiencing some technical difficulties in the extraction, slowing down (yet not reducing) the development of the industry. Given such developments, Moscow even asked its allies in 1969 to buy oil in the Mideast and in North Africa, reducing their share of imports from the Soviet Union to 65%.

After the 1973 crisis, Soviet oil exports surged, also leveraging commercial agreements with Mideast countries. Moscow had some supply agreements with regional producers, anchored at pre-crisis prices set by long-term contracts. This oil was then re-sold to the West at the higher, “spot” value. The Soviet Union itself, by the mid-1970s, became the world’s largest oil producer, at 520 million tons per year. The Soviet state deficit before the Yom Kippur conflict was at 700 million dollars; in the first three quarters of 1973, it had exploded to 1,300 million. In the last quarter alone, the flow of hard-currency was so fast and heavy, that the year closed with a surplus of 360 million, also thanks to renewed commercial vigor in other industrial sectors. As evidenced by Mangold, and in consideration of the new production record of the Soviets, the “import of Middle East oil is clearly a matter of advantage rather than necessity, largely because, at a period of expanding Soviet oil consumption, the Soviet Union still wishes to continue to export oil to Eastern and Western Europe.”

Specifically, part of the Soviet’s dissatisfactory trade balance was due to a deliberate strategy of expanding purchases, mostly of industrial goods and grain, from capitalist countries. In 1972 and
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1973, the balance improved largely due to an increase in physical exports (plus 73% in one year), with oil representing the major part. Notably, as prices surged, in 1974 the volumes of crude oil exported to the West dropped by 35%, demonstrating in the view of some observers that “the Soviet foreign trade policy is anti-mercantilist […]. The Soviet Union exports goods only in order to finance the planned required level of imports. If this objective is met as a result of price increases in the world market, export volumes are reduced”\textsuperscript{33}.

The Soviet oil cash bonanza materialized at the expense of Moscow’s good relations with some Mideast oil-producing countries, since the Soviets were suspected of free-riding the cutting policies of OPEC. The Soviet Deputy Minister for Foreign Trade Ivan Semičastnov insisted that, during the crisis, Moscow had had no intention of expanding its commercial network, but that closed contracts had to be honored – including framework agreements, where supplied quantities were flexible\textsuperscript{74}. The historical diplomatic distrust between Russia and Saudi Arabia can be traced back to these 1970s events: later on, again, as OPEC reduced its output to keep oil prices up, Moscow did not miss the chance to cash in.
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From 1974 to the Iranian Revolution of 1979

The third period started in 1974 and ended with the oil crisis of 1979. In these years, the U.S. planned to reconstruct the Middle-East equilibrium that had been broken by the 1973 conflict, and engaged in a diplomatic initiative that culminated with the Camp David Accords. These agreements represented a reorientation of Egypt’s foreign policy to favor a closer link with the U.S. As for the Soviet side, in the Brezhnev era “the actors in this region that Moscow was on good terms with were the ones that Washington was on bad terms with and vice versa”. Moscow supported Syria against the U.S. aligned Lebanon; besides a short-lived contact with a leftist rebel organization, Moscow did not have diplomatic relations with U.S.-aligned Oman, and neither had any with other western-oriented countries such as Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Qatar and the UAE. Nevertheless, the U.S. need to keep Iran insulated from Soviet influence prompted Washington to rely on the Shah – before he was ousted by the 1979 Islamic Revolution. The oil market crisis that ensued represented another cash-in opportunity for the Soviet Union, which could launch a “Third Soviet Oil Offensive”.

The Russian moves in this period show an increased attention on the possible role of Middle East policies in influencing the oil market, although there was no blunt effort to ignite conflicts. Regarding Iran, Moscow was well aware of the strains that had started affecting the Tehran-Washington relations since the 1960s: the Shah “was troubled by what he perceived as American pandering to radical Arab nationalists. As a result, he began to entertain thoughts of a more independent policy vis-à-vis the United States. Specifically, the shah started to explore the possibility of a rapprochement with the Soviet Union”. On September 15, 1962, the Shah announced that he would have never allowed any U.S. missile on his territory to be pointed at the Soviet Union. The Soviet Union invited the dictator to Moscow in 1965, at the time when the U.S. started believing that an Iranian policy shift in the direction of the Russians was possible.

Furthermore, in 1966, the Soviet Union agreed to build a gas pipeline and some other civil and industrial infrastructures in Iran. As the U.S. showed some restraints in expanding arms deals with the Shah, “the Iranian leader hinted ominously (if repetitively) that if Washington did not meet his demands, he might be forced to turn to Moscow”. Despite some concessions granted by Washington, the Shah did extend his ties with Moscow, closing a 100 million dollars deal with the Soviets in January 1967. In May 1968 President Lyndon B. Johnson approved a 600 million dollars military credit sales package, after a long negotiation process.
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In the end, the Soviet pressure prompted the U.S. to adopt an “appeasement” approach also with the Shah, abandoning large chunks of a policy of democratic reform intended for Iran. This decision paved the way for a further tightening of the monarch’s domestic rule, and inaugurated a period of somewhat excessive focus of his government on weaponry. The increased budget at disposal of Tehran after the barrel price spike of the early 1970s further reinforced Pahlavi’s motivation to pursue his independent stance. The Soviets sold the Shah some 344 million dollars’ worth of arms in total, yet this quantity represented a mere 12% of Iran’s arms purchases. The lion’s part was still played by the U.S., covering 85% of supplies. The Soviet option, beyond the outright military security objectives, had the “secondary motivation” for Pahlavi to signal his independence from Washington\(^81\).

Between East and West, the increasingly arbitrary rule of the Shah, coupled up with the dissatisfactory results of his “White Revolution” economic reforms, became fertile ground for the another Revolution, but of the Islamic kind\(^82\). The export cuts in Iran (some four million barrels per day) led to a global oil price surge, and between 1978 and 1980 the value of the exported Soviet oil and gas increased by 90%. The volume of Soviet hard-currency trade with the West ramped up by 101%\(^83\). Contemporarily, the West had to face another economic crisis: U.S. President Jimmy Carter engaged in a broad energy restructuring plan described in his famous “Malaise Speech”.

As for the Mideast region in general, the Soviets suffered the loss of Egypt, as in 1976 President Anwar Sadat (the follower of Nasser) informed the Cairo parliament about his intention to abrogate a “Soviet treaty of friendship and cooperation” he had signed five years earlier. Nevertheless, Moscow engaged in a strategy of “territorial activism” in the region. A 1978 coup in Afghanistan had given power to communist formations; Moscow backed socialist Ethiopia in a conflict versus Siad Barre’s Somalia; Soviet-Yemeni troops stationed in Southern Yemen. There was also a rapprochement between the Soviet Union and Syria, with consistent shipments of weaponry and aid that replaced the losses of 1973 and built up a new arsenal.

However, besides the advantages enjoyed in the oil market, the Soviet Union did not manage to “capitalize” on the Shah’s fall. Those Mideast states that did not receive direct support from the Soviets matured the belief that Moscow planned to gain broader control on the territory, as further “demonstrated” by the intervention in Afghanistan. In January 1979 a national newspaper in Riyadh declared that “all the Soviet moves reveal the communist plan to stimulate disorders and encourage rebellion and chaos, so that in such state of confusion the communist can seize power\(^84\). In an interview with American journalists, Saudi prince Fahd Ibn al-Aziz, showing a map of the Middle East, described the Soviet moves as a “pincer movement” strategy around Saudi Arabia\(^85\). A member of the Saudi royal family declared to the “New York Times” that the threat represented by the Soviet military presence in Cuba was not comparable to the much higher risk posed by the Russians in the
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Middle East and in the Horn of Africa. On the verge of the Red Army entrance into Afghanistan, the Saudis urged Washington to be more “assertive” in counteracting the Soviet aims in the region. 

Although no final evidence has been yet disclosed concerning eventual “oil targets” motivating Soviet operations in Afghanistan, the urgency of protecting Mideast reserves was among the priorities in the Western agenda. Despite the fact that in 1974 the Soviet Union had become the largest oil producer in the world, Western reports signaled an impending Soviet oil crisis: the Afghanistan move could be interpreted as an attempt to seize the precious reserves. There were estimates about the presence of oil in Afghanistan itself: some sources report that the Soviets believed there were some 100 million barrels under the soil of the country.

In a January 23, 1980 Congress Address, President Carter denounced that “The region which is now threatened by Soviet troops in Afghanistan is of great strategic importance: It contains more than two-thirds of the world’s exportable oil. The Soviet effort to dominate Afghanistan has brought Soviet military forces to within 300 miles of the Indian Ocean and close to the Straits of Hormuz, a waterway through which most of the world’s oil must flow. The Soviet Union is now attempting to consolidate a strategic position; therefore, that poses a grave threat to the free movement of Middle East oil. […] Let our position be absolutely clear: An attempt by any outside force to gain control of the Persian Gulf region will be regarded as an assault on the vital interests of the United States of America, and such an assault will be repelled by any means necessary, including military force.”

The Soviet threat to the Middle East oil supply had become a constant concern for the U.S. policy makers: Mangold observed in 1978 that “The deployment of Soviet aircraft in Egypt in 1970 had ominous strategic implications. But it had no immediate, nor indeed necessary, effect on Europe, whereas the deployment of the oil weapon in 1973 caused widespread governmental panic, and was felt in homes throughout Western Europe, Japan and America, as “nearly all members of the Western alliance depend directly or indirectly on Middle Eastern oil and consequently are vulnerable to domestic economic disruption as a result of interruption to supplies. Indeed it can be argued that economic security is a more immediate problem for many countries than military security. The threats to Middle Eastern oil supplies are numerous, and there is no comprehensive system for containing them similar to the politico-military balance established by the West to contain Soviet power. Not only are some threats entirely dependent on regional political developments in the Middle East, and particularly in the Gulf, but experience in the early 1970s suggests that there are relatively fewer constraints on the deployment of the oil weapon by OPEC that there are on any Soviet attempt to exploit a military advantage vis-à-vis Western Europe.

Also on the Washington side the option of a direct armed U.S. intervention to secure the oil flow was excluded, due to the fear of atomic retaliation by the Soviets. Nevertheless, there were limits also in the likeability of a Soviet intervention in the area: “it is not entirely certain that the Soviets were willing to run the risks involved in interfering or even threatening to interfere in the flow of Middle Eastern oil to the West. Disruption of the world oil market might have adverse effects on Soviet involvement in this market as well, just as interference in the transportation routes could...”
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have a negative effect on some Moscow’s deals and merchant traffic. More importantly, an attempt at or even a threat of interference would be a high-risk action, bound to arouse a western, specifically American, response even of a military nature. In the late 1970s, most of the U.S. diplomatic achievements in the Mideast had taken place in the Western portion of the region, from the new Egyptian-Soviet rift, to the Camp David accords of 1978. All these gains were countered by the failure in Iranian policy and the Soviet entrance in Afghanistan, leading the U.S. and its Saudis allies to a feeling of increased instability. Another “asymmetry” was present in the oil market. As the U.S. and the West suffered two Energy crisis, the Soviet leadership could rely on the new oil income and on military and political successes in the Middle East, with the notable exception of Egypt, to deploy active policies of foreign presence and industrial reforms. A part of the oil revenue was invested in renewing the extractive infrastructures, and a railway was installed to connect Siberian oil fields with the Pacific coasts.

Although the goal of an actual takeover of the Mideast was never in the plans of the Kremlin, the policy of influence and presence by proxy conditioned the freedom of movement for the U.S. in the region. The Soviet support to the rising Arab nationalisms, with the corresponding U.S. “appeasement” policies, also contributed to the “region collapses” that affected the energy security of the West and benefited the Soviet finances: in the end, Moscow declared that OPEC was an “objectively anti-imperialist organization”, due to its success in increasing the Western energy bill. Such results probably overcame some of the Soviet leaders expectations: from an almost complete dominion of the U.S. and British “imperialisms”, in less than thirty years the Middle East had become a region of strong political uncertainty, battered by local clashes and inter-bloc saber-rattling.
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From the Soviet Afghanistan to the Soviet implosion in 1991

The fourth period started with the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and ended with the Soviet implosion in 1991. The Soviet Union entered the decade with strong optimism due to the new oil-related financial income and the presence of a new communist regime in Afghanistan, close to the oil riches of the Gulf. The U.S. had lost the stronghold of Tehran, and had to re-settle its strategy envisaging a new role for Pakistan on one side, and relying on Egypt and Israel on the other, besides the uncertain situation of Lebanon, still under the Soviet-led pressure of Syria. As for the “market” situation of oil, in 1978 energy exports accounted for 64% of total Soviet hard-currency earnings; in the following two years, despite a decrease in exported volumes, such percentage increased due to the post-Islamic Revolution price boom. Notwithstanding such initial situation, largely favorable for the Soviet Union, in the turn of a decade the balance of forces reverted, and the Soviet Union disaggregated.

Examining the importance of the Soviet oil and gas revenue in this period, the most important question is to analyze is whether the Soviet collapse was influenced by a decrease in energy resources related hard-currency income, and whether such decrease was consciously determined by outright policies set by President Ronald Reagan. The latter theory has been celebrated in some media, and is often quoted by scholars: under Reagan’s administration, CIA’s Director Bill Casey “formulated an explicit ‘secret strategy’ to exacerbate Soviet weaknesses and undermine Soviet power: [...] economic warfare by opposing Soviet oil and gas sales to Western Europe and by lowering, in cooperation with Saudi Arabia, the world price of oil, thus denying the Soviet Union badly needed foreign currency from one of its major exports.”

The U.S. action could be termed as a “First American Oil Offensive”, after the three Soviet ones in 1956, 1973 and 1979. The underlying concept is that the U.S. was successful in convincing the Saudis to relax their oil policy, generating an oil glut in 1986, hitting hard on the balance of the Soviet cash-flow. A definitive archival proof of the story is still missing, besides interviews to the direct U.S. players from the Reagan administration. However, there is a set of firm points that can be confirmed with few doubts.

Ever since the outbreak of the oil crisis in 1973, the U.S. was seeking a way to decrease its energy bill and to reduce the dependency from foreign imports. In the ten years to 1979, oil purchases from abroad had sky-rocketed up from 1.4 million barrels per day, to 6.5 million. Plans to produce better mileage cars and incentive research and adoption of alternative energies were introduced in the decade, also by other Western countries – notably by France with its ambitious nuclear energy plan.

The “turning point” embodied by Reagan’s energy policies was mostly aimed at domestic priorities, rather than at countering Soviet power and gaining advantages in the oil market. The key was represented by the status of the U.S. domestic oil industry. In March 1973 President Richard Nixon had imposed price controls on the U.S. oil, containing the price of barrels produced from
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already active fields, with the intent of favoring new discoveries. Such ill-directed system had outlived the fall of Nixon, and had been only partially dismantled by Jimmy Carter. The remnants of the controls were removed by Reagan during his first day in office, on the evidence that the price paid for foreign oil was almost twice as much as that of domestically produced oil. The new impulse to the U.S. extractive industry inverted a general decline tendency that had had begun in 1970\footnote{Data from the U.S. Energy Information Administration Website, at http://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/hist/LeafHandler.ashx?n=PET&s=MCRFPUS2&f=A. The record year for the U.S. oil production has been 1970, with 9.6 million barrels of production per day. In 1976, production hit 8.1 million, and thanking the partial deregulation it increased in 1977 and 1978, before declining again. 1981 marked a year of change, with production constantly increasing until 1985.}. Also some new production from Alaska (after some more liberalization in extractive operations), together with new barrels from Europe’s North Sea and an increase in the Mexican supply, favored a general price decrease.

In 1984, Bill Casey met with the Head of the Saudi “Al Mukhabarat Al A’amous” (“General Intelligence Directorate”), the legendary Prince Turki bin Faisal Al Saud, and made pressure on him, asking the Arabian country to increase its oil production. The intent of this diplomatic action, as reported by some, was to lower the barrel price and reduce Soviet hard-currency revenue, with the final aim of countering Moscow’s military aggressiveness in the Arabian region. Yet, on the U.S. side, having more affordable oil was not primarily an anti-Soviet concern, but rather an economic and industrial one. A 1983 report by the U.S. Department of Treasury stated that the proper oil price for the American economy was 20 dollars per barrel (some 40% lower than the market price in the period), resulting into energy bill savings of more than 70 billion dollars per year\footnote{U.S. Treasury Department, International oil Pricing, 1983, Study n. 232, p. 3}. The primary U.S. goal was to have cheaper oil, and the belief was that the intelligence connection could be leveraged: as reported by U.S. Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger, “We wanted lower oil prices: that’s one of the reasons we were selling them arms\footnote{Schweizer (1994), quot., p. 217}. Casey’s visit was just another step in the attempt to recalibrate the reach of OPEC on the oil market: the U.S. had already turned its back to the policy of “posted prices” set by the cartel, by opening the NYMEX to oil futures negotiations in 1983.

In the end, the Saudi decision to ease the national oil policy, announced in September 1985, was mostly due to factual market conditions, rather than diplomatic strategies\footnote{The intention was announced by the oil Minister Zaki Yamani at the Oxford Energy Seminar. See Mambro, Robert, OPEC & the World oil Market (Oxford, UK: The Oxford Institute for Energy Studies, 1986).}. By 1983, the production in Alaska had reached 2 million barrels of oil per day. Compared to 1973, even Soviet production had increased by a record 40%\footnote{On CERA-HIS data}, adding up to some additional oil flowing also from the Gulf of Mexico and the North Sea. In 1979 OPEC countries were producing 30 million barrels per day; after the Islamic Revolution, with the Iranian oil off stream, the cartel’s production decreased to 26 million. Trying to counter the effects of the additional supply and the plummeting demand (due to the economic recession), OPEC hit its bottom at 16,3 million barrels in 1985\footnote{Energy Information Administration, International Petroleum Monthly (IPM), tab. 4.4, December 2011}. The OPEC share of world production was less than 30%: controlling prices had become virtually impossible. The problem was also political: some OPEC countries, starting with a troubled Nigeria, were finding it increasingly difficult to cope with the board’s orders. The 1986 glut was expected: Yamani had kept on announcing for months and months that a price war was imminent, and declared that “if non-OPEC
producers do not cooperate with the organization, and we in OPEC do not discipline ourselves (...) I would expect the price would drop to a level between $15 and $18 a barrel after the winter.\textsuperscript{104}\textsuperscript{a}

Following the September 1985 announcement, Saudi production increased from 2.3 million barrels per day in the previous August, to 4 million by the end of the year, and 6.2 by mid-1986. In July, oil price plunged to 11.58 dollars per barrel, and even lower if FOB prices (at the Saudi harbors) were considered\textsuperscript{105}. The oil glut in the end affected the U.S. industry: the oil deflation was detrimental to smaller, domestic producers (the “wildcatters”), which could not recover their operation costs and declared bankruptcy. In April 1986 the then vice-President George Bush travelled to Saudi Arabia and, among other discussion topics, some words were dedicated to the Saudi oil policy, which had gone too far for the taste of the U.S. industry.

Besides the domestic interests of the Saudi and the U.S., in terms of international relations the “U.S. Oil Offensive” was aimed more at the Arabs, rather than at the Russians. Mideast producing countries had caused three energy crises, and had been keeping up oil prices for more than a decade. The need to limit the impact of bouncing barrel prices on the Western economies was key. If anything, Soviet oil had helped reducing the effects of supply shortages during conflicts and revolutions. The 1986 glut even caused a diplomatic rift between the Mideast largest producer, Saudi Arabia, and the Russians, frequently accused of free-riding on OPEC reductions. On the wake of the oil glut of 1986, a Soviet politician rebuked the idea that Moscow could ever coordinate with the cartel’s policies, commenting that the Soviet Union was no “third world country”; nonetheless, the Soviets unofficially agreed to limit their production, but such decision had very limited scope – and was not too hard to comply with, given the dire situation of the Soviet extractive industry by the mid-1980s\textsuperscript{106}.

Some analysts even suggested that the very structure of the Soviet oil industry in its last decade of existence simply did not allow for any production adjustment policy: the Soviet Union supposedly had “little scope for manipulating oil export volumes for the purpose of intervention on the world petroleum market”, as “the oil export policy should rather be viewed as a response in any year to the balance-of-payments surplus deficit that emerged in the preceding year, partly as a result of oil export performance in given world market condition”. Moreover, “short-term variations in export volumes reflect binding constraints (which planners are able to relax to a greater extent in the medium and long term than in the short period)\textsuperscript{107}.

It had become nevertheless clear that oil exports for the Soviets had become a mere financing source, rather than a political weapon. The share of oil on the Soviet hard currency exports had reached 60% in 1984, right before the price glut two years later\textsuperscript{108}. The high oil and gas prices after the events of 1979 strongly benefitted Soviet finances. In the period between 1978 and 1980 the value of the Soviet oil exports increased by 88.9%, and hard currency exports in general rose by 101%. The trade surplus of 7.5 billion dollars reached by 1980 with European OECD countries covered
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all the payments for the grain imports from the U.S. In the same year, oil and gas exports accounted for 63% of the total exports to OECD countries\textsuperscript{109}.

As for the political aspect of the oil trade, no West-European importer of Soviet oil had embraced socialism, and the interruption of the Soviet supply had not prevented some socialist countries to seek independence from Moscow, as in the case of Yugoslavia, Albania and China. The policy of interrupting oil shipments had become so evidently ineffective even in the eye of the Soviets, that it was not attempted against Czechoslovakia in 1968 or Poland in 1980\textsuperscript{110}. The importance of hard-currency exports (and especially oil related ones) for the Soviet Union was largely clear to Washington by 1982-83: some CIA reports had been published, assessing the impact of the restriction of credits to the Soviet Union from the West\textsuperscript{111}; an assessment clearly described how “In 1982 the Soviet Union cut its hard currency trade deficit to $1.3 billion, compared with $4 billion in 1981, by strongly pushing oil exports and reducing imports. [However] in 1982 the volume of oil exports sold for hard currency was increased through another reduction in the exports directed to Eastern Europe, and through some resale contract with Middle East countries. Also domestic oil consumption was drawn down, and oil inventories were reduced, to satisfy Western demand\textsuperscript{112}.”

Although the first aim of the U.S. oil liberalization policy (and the subsequent oil price deflation) was targeted to the domestic situation and to the Arab producers, it also had the consequence of reducing hard-currency income for the Russians. Pursuing a reduction of Soviet hard-currency revenue was a constituent of the strategy defined in NSDD-32 with its order to force the Soviet Union to “bear the brunt of its economic shortcomings”. Lowering the price would only partially alter the availability of Soviet oil, yet significantly limiting financial benefits for Moscow. Moreover, in 1983 the low free-market price also pushed some Eastern Europe economies into the awkward situation of having to pay a 10% higher price for the Soviet oil, compared to what the capitalist world paid, due to the fact that the socialist long-term supply contracts were anchored to older and higher benchmarks\textsuperscript{113}.

As a matter of fact, a 1981 report by the Office of Technology Assessment evidenced how Western equipment and machinery was helping Soviet oil production, and that in 1979 some 22% of the Soviet hard-currency trade (at 3.4 billion dollars, with 2.7 billion destined to the oil and gas sector) had been dedicated to purchases of energy-related technology\textsuperscript{114}. In particular, “energy related exports constituted nearly one-half of Japanese, one-third of Italian, approximately one quarter of West German and French, and about 10 percent of British exports to the Soviets\textsuperscript{115}.”

There was some U.S. legislation in place to limit trade relations in the field between the United States and the Soviet Union, including a ban on the shipments of U.S. extractive equipment to the Soviet Union since, existing since 1978\textsuperscript{116}. Moreover, two congressional restrictions from 1974 limited “the ability of U.S: oil companies and petroleum equipment suppliers to sell their goods and
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services in the Soviet Union or invest in Soviet oil exploration and production. Under these restrictions, Exim Bank loans for the purchase, lease or procurement of energy-related product or services to extract fossil resources in the Soviet Union were banned; there was a limit of 40 million dollars on export credit guarantees and insurance for energy exploration in the Soviet Union; and there was an overall ceiling of 300 million on the amount of financing that Exim could support with credit guarantees and insurance operations in the Soviet Union.

Anyhow, the Russians were particularly effective in finding alternative suppliers to the U.S. ones, and Washington adopted a policy of “benign neglect” towards such trade, except for a short-lived technology trade ban imposed in early 1982 and lifted on November 13 in the same year, as we will review later. By 1980, 39% of the Soviet oil exports were directed to the West (1.1 million barrels per day).

Washington saw the opposition of two main opinion streams: proponents of the “development” strategy believed that Soviet oil exports could increase the world energy supply and generate advantages for Western economies; the “opposition” side believed that facilitating Russian exports could help Moscow get wealthier, i.e. more dangerous. There was a heated debate among U.S. policy makers over whether it is in the best interest of the United States to assist the Soviet Union in its energy development. Those who favor such a policy believe it is justified to [...] to reduce the likelihood that the U.S.S.R. would intervene in the Middle East to acquire oil it could no longer produce in sufficient quantities at home. In the end, the “development” side prevailed; instead of limiting the physical availability of Soviet oil reaching the market, its pricing was leveraged.

The U.S. approach towards Moscow in the oil market was different than the one adopted for gas. The latter resource represented a mere 3% of the Soviet Fuel exports in 1971, and ten years later had reached 21.3%, due to an ambitious “gas-for-oil” substitution program. Reagan tried to prevent the adoption of Western technology for the building of the “Urengoy” gas pipeline, an infrastructure planned to deliver substantial amounts of the commodity to Western Europe.

Other than oil, gas is not traded in a fluid “global market”: it can be commercialized only after the completion of elaborate infrastructures. Therefore, preventing the completion of Urengoy would affect any “global gas market” or the U.S. one. As evidenced in 1981 by Reagan’s Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger in a memorandum, “The U.S. should oppose the West Siberian pipeline project, consistent with our goals in overall East-West relations, as an essential part of the effort to impede the growth of Soviet political and military power and economic leverage. We must recognize that the earnings flowing from the development of Soviet oil and gas for export to the West will add significantly to the U.S. defense burden.” On the day following the presentation of this text, on July 9, 1981, a National Security Council meeting was held, to further discuss the matter.
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29, 1981, the decision to leverage COCOM to impose trade controls on the export of Western technology was taken, as thoroughly discussed in a NSC meeting in early July 1981. At first, the decision was intended to target only “exports of equipment for the transmission and the refinement of oil and gas”, but was later expanded to include all oil and gas technology. The ban concerned also products manufactured in other countries, if they contained U.S. components, materials or technology licensed after August 1, 1978. In particular, in 1979 the Soviet Union devoted approximately 22% of its trade with major western trading partners (some $3.4 bn) to energy related technology and equipment. The vast majority of these purchases – about $2.7 bn – were destined for the Soviet oil and gas sector (and most of this was for pipeline and pipeline equipment).

After Reagan’s move, Moscow focused more intensely on alternative suppliers, such as the Japanese “Komatsu”, the French “Dresser”, the Scottish “John Brown” and the Italian “Nuovo Pignone”. On June 18, 1982, Washington escalated its sanctions, in order to thwart also the shipments of any technology produced by subsidiaries or licensees of U.S. companies, even banning existing contracts. This decision touched off “the most violent dispute over extraterritoriality in the history of American trade controls”, and fomented a generalized revolt by European governments. Many heads of state decided to ask companies to comply with the supply contracts – with the notable support of the British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher for John Brown’s some 400 million dollars’ worth of orders.

The sanctions were lifted on November 13, 1982. A few days later, President Reagan issued NSDD-66, accepting that the European countries “will not commit to any incremental deliveries of Soviet gas beyond the amounts contracted for from the first strand of the Siberian pipeline”, and sought and “accelerated development” of alternative resources, primarily from Norway.

In the end, the U.S. action did not prevent the Soviets from building the pipeline. The outcome of the Reagan’s anti-Urengoy plan is still source of debate. Some analysts stated that the final capacity was less than the one originally planned, and completion was delayed. Other observers have a rather negative opinion on the results achieved by the policy. Some argued that the financial impact of the project on Soviet finances was minimal, and that the U.S. lost reliability as a trade partner, both towards Moscow and the European partners. Others stated that “in terms of delaying the pipeline and/or dissuading European utilities from signing the contracts, the Reagan sanctions could generally be considered a failure and, after a very difficult period of relation within the Western Alliance, were finally lifted. European equipment export contracts were completed.

Nevertheless, the actions by Washington caused delay in the shipments, but the Soviets scored a great propaganda achievement by adopting smaller, yet domestically produced compressors; and the
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“reduced capacity” was actually due to a “weakening of current and projected gas and energy demand as a result of the general economic recession in Western Europe\(^{132}\).

However, a U.S. agreement between Europe and the United States concerning the maximal Soviet gas import quotas not to exceed 30% was all but a secondary achievement, since it perpetuated the “diplomatic tradition” of Washington’s observation and control attempts on Russia’s pipeline projects to the West. Such practice had begun with Kennedy’s opposition to the Druzhba pipeline, and was due to continue years later with the U.S.’s skepticism on the gas pipeline project “South Stream”\(^ {133}\).

![Figure 5 - The Urengoy pipeline](image)

Besides the oil glut and the fight for Urengoy, we cannot downplay the role of plain domestic Soviet factors in generating a crisis in the national extractive industry that further enhanced the effects of the reduced rents on the exported commodities. Even during the “golden years” of the oil and gas exports to the West, opinions about the limits of the Soviet Union in managing the energy sector appeared in the western press: by 1982, Western commentators observed that the bureaucratic nature of the Soviet government was such that “the Russians could find themselves in the midst of an oil crisis before they realized it. Astonishing to relate, the Soviet Union does not even have a coordinating energy Ministry\(^{134}\).”

In that period, the older producing fields started declining sharply. Ill-planned state directed performance evaluation systems and poorly performed techniques did not allow for timely
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production substitutions. In the last decade of its existence, the Soviet Union destined more and more capital investments to the energy sector; notwithstanding such efforts, new oil discoveries were smaller in number and size in comparison to those in the previous decades. In April 1989 the CIA observed that for the Soviets increasing the energy resources output by 3% in the previous year had requested 15% of the total investment of the country (excluding energy transportation investment), and that oil production was slowing down. Given the decreasing productivity of such investments, few months later it was calculated that in order to keep its oil output above 12 million barrels per day, the Soviet Union should have tripled its equipment imports to 6 billion dollars.

By the end of the 1980s the Soviets were experiencing also difficulties to balance foreign sales with the need of domestic consumption in the Soviet Union and its satellite states. The Soviet economy was “a glutton for energy. The Soviets require about one unit of standard fuel to produce the equivalent of $1 in national product”, whereas the Americans and the Japanese required respectively 0.8 and 0.4. This problem generated structural disequilibria within the trade patterns of COMECON. From 1980 to 1984, Moscow reduced its oil and products exports to Bulgaria (-11.3%), Czechoslovakia (-13.5%), East Germany (-11%), Hungary (-12%) and Poland (-7.5%), with the limited decrease for Poland due to considerations about the financial fragility of the country in the period. The Soviet oil exports share destined to planned economies was 62% after the Islamic Revolution, and descended to 50% in 1983, to favor the West. In 1985, also the demand by capitalist countries contracted, causing a slump in oil and oil products hard-currency exports from 1.87 million barrels per day, to 1.42. Contemporarily, command economies experienced a further reduction in the Soviet exports destined to them, although not as much severe in comparison to the West, nevertheless sufficient to signal the beginning of a socialist economic crisis.

In order to counter the effects of descending oil prices, the Soviet Union spent all its efforts in trying to expand extraction as much as possible. Notwithstanding such determination, from the 12 million barrels per day extracted in 1988, the output slumped below the 10 million level in 1991. Total oil exports decreased by the half, from around 4 to 2 million barrels per day. Peak production had been achieved by the late 1980s, due to the ambitious plans of Mikhail Gorbachev to open up the economy and introduce increased flexibility mechanisms. It was too late for a change.
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2. Post-soviet energy developments

Keypoints

• This part outlines the development of Russia’s energy politics after the 1991 demise. Since energy in the previous fifty years had represented one of the main constituents of state financing and foreign policy, the dynamics of Russia’s energy sector were strongly impacted by the Soviet Union collapse, and were at the center of the post-1991 resurgence.

• In broad terms, this part can be ordered into three main periods: from 1991 to 1994, from 1995 to 1999, and from 1999 to 2011.

• In the first period (1991-1994), after Russia had lost the “southern belt” of the central Asian republics, Washington was largely unaware of the energy potential of the area – also because there were abundant energy resources in the global market. The interest of the largest energy companies awakened the attention, calling for a diplomatic action that led also to a fundamental oil contract in Azerbaijan – and few weeks later to the first Chechnya War.

• In the second period (1995-1999), Russia remerged through the oligarchs system, yet the state apparatus was deeply weakened. The U.S. was faced with the option to help the Russian rebirth, or to gain advantage by securing political alliances with former territories of Soviet control. Washington led NATO managed to expand East, but was eventually blocked in Central Asia (see the following point)

• In the third period (1999-2008), as Putin surged to power, it seemed that Russia was on its way to enjoy a substantial monopoly on the gas supply to Europe, and had set a policy agenda aimed at securing a grip on the main energy routes. During his first two terms, Putin reassessed the “border of influence” between the East and the West, first deciding a new and more massive intervention in Chechnya, and then opposing the NATO annexation of Georgia, also through a military operation. The strong opposition of Putin did not anyhow prevent the completion of some important energy infrastructures bypassing Russian territory, and most notably the “Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan” pipeline from Azerbaijan, to Georgia and Turkey.
From 1991 to 1994: Russian energy politics after the Soviet collapse

Concerning the energy sector it is possible to interpret the Boris Yeltsin years and the first two terms of Vladimir Putin as parts of a common framework, and not as contrasting phases. Yeltsin had to face a situation of industrial chaos and financial distress that had necessarily to be restructured through private capitals. When later the industry started performing again, Putin reorganized the system centering on state institutions and a power group revolving around former KGB operatives. Also geographically, the loss of important energy production regions (like Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan), as well as transit regions (Ukraine and Georgia) made urgent a policy of territorial reorganization and even of renewed foreign policy aggressiveness, in order to secure Russia’s leverage on energy exports.

In this period, the identification of Russia’s politics with the energy sector was completed: oil and gas revenue financed around 35% of the Russian state budget. Yet, oil and gas activities in the Russian territory right after the soviet collapse were met by strict limits: in particular, exploration projects dropped by 22% from 1990 to 1991, and by a further 36% in the following year. International assessments evidenced how by the Soviet collapse a mere fifth of the Russian infrastructures was at par with international standards.

At a global level, an oversupply of oil in the market, together with the Soviet demise in Afghanistan, and the general Soviet system collapse, allowed the U.S. to enjoy a favorable position in the Middle East – something that had seemed impossible to achieve just a decade earlier. The United States could enjoy a precious opportunity to reshape their presence in the region, after the system of the “Three Pillars” (Egypt, Israel, Iran) had been reduced to virtually a single one (Israel). The only variable limiting the freedom of movement of the U.S. was represented by local powers, since some Mideast leaders believed that the post-Soviet fragmentation of the Middle East offered an opportunity to assess aggressive agendas. The most relevant case of the sort – besides the resurgence of various reborn nationalist movements in the entire region – was represented by Saddam Hussein’s Iraq. The dictator was trying to tailor for himself the position of “leader of the Arab world” or, more specifically, of its Sunni component.

Saddam was striving to get the economy of his country on path after a 1980-88 war with Iran – a conflict that set the record of second longest conventional war of the XX Century (after the Second Sino-Japanese War from 1937 to 1945). The Iran-Iraq conflict is considered to have been largely the product of a collection of miscalculations by Saddam. He feared that the “Iranian Revolution”, that ousted the Shah and introduced an “Islamist” form of government, might spill into his country, fomenting the Shiite component of the Iraqi population to revolt. Saddam also believed that invading the Iranian oil producing region of Khuzestan – a territory of Sunni majority and hosting some 90% of Iran’s onshore oil production – he could have had the Sunnis of Iran on his side.

As the war ended with no significant territorial gains or losses, Iraq had to face billions of debt, including a loan of 8.2 billion USD from neighboring Kuwait. The Iraqi finances had been also shattered by the low oil prices of the 1980s. Saddam sought for a period to have part of his debt
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pardoned, at no avail. He claimed that Iraq had served as “defense line” of the Sunni world towards a supposed Shiite aggression, and therefore he had carried on a conflict for countries such as Kuwait, the United Arab Emirates, and Saudi Arabia. The Iraqi invasion of Kuwait in 1990 was due to political frustration and to the misconceived belief that the West would have allowed him to do it – just as a means to repay Iraq for the “political credit” it believed to have. The diplomatic excuse for the invasion was that Kuwait did not respect its assigned OPEC production quotas (later investigations revealed that – for whatever it counts – Iraq’s accusation was right).

Besides the uncontrollable Iraqi variable, in terms of energy security the 1990s have been a time of relative stability. Similarly to other periods of low commodity prices – most notably, 1978 – the lack of funds to encourage wars or local aggressive agendas created favorable conditions for the 1993 Oslo accords. The possibility of armed intervention by the U.S. and by the “Desert Storm” coalition was also made possible by the oversupply of oil itself: the “production margin” (meant as the positive difference between potential oil production and demand) globally was significantly larger than the supply that had to be given up intervening militarily in Kuwait and Iraq.

The Soviet collapse exerted its deepest effects on Central Asia. In terms of energy geopolitics, the area of the “Stans” (Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan) and the Caucasus played a double role for Russia’s interests. On one side, they represented the territorial and cultural connection with the Middle East – also regarding religion – and, on some extent, the return from Afghanistan of disillusioned Red Army veterans to the Stans contributed to the weakening of the Soviet national idea. On the other side – more strictly bundled to energy – some of the countries hosted important hydrocarbon production centers, such as Azerbaijan’s capital Baku, which had been already a target of “Case Blue”, the Wehrmacht operation intended to secure access to resource rich centers in Russian territory. The grand Soviet strategy would bind the “East” of the energy territories in Central Asia, to the export routes directed to the West – be it gas through Ukraine and Belarus, or Oil through pipelines and the export terminals on the Black Sea.

---

In the middle of Soviet decay, Russian leader Mikhail Gorbachev realized that the center of the federation was lacking funds and political drive to counter the fragmentation of the economic system of Central Asia, revolving around an area called “Fergana Valley”. Gorbachev chose to grant local states the permit to manage their oil and gas contracts autonomously. The decision was also due to the fact that local administrations also started lacking funds needed not only for administration purposes, but also to safeguard the military and nuclear facilities present on their territories. Somehow, the concession was due to a subtle threat: Moscow would allow “oil autonomy” in exchange of “nuclear safety” (we cannot downplay how precious nuclear trade could have been to replenish local accounts and those of the political acolytes of new presidents).

Part of the Central Asian fragmentation was also due to an accurate political work by Pakistan, on the East side of the region. Noticing the dynamics developing in the Stans, Pakistan de-facto dictator, army general Zia-ul-Haq, started coveting aspirations of regional hegemony: he wanted his country to become the leader of an Islamic confederation in Asia. For this purpose, ul-Haq alerted Pakistan intelligence ISI – that had already cooperated with the CIA to supply Afghani mujahidin with weaponry – and ordered to set up distribution and trade channels for arms sales to the new governments in formation.

At first, ul-Haq’s initiatives were somehow tolerated by Washington. The U.S. were well aware of the risk factors that might have spread from the area: post-imperial anarchism is a risky situation, especially in the presence of uncontrolled military and nuclear arsenals. Nevertheless, as time passed by it appeared increasingly evident that the U.S. had to seek a more direct involvement in the region, also because the territory contained most of the “new hopes” of the Western world in terms of extractive perspectives. The fragmentation of the Southern Soviet border opened a new (black) gold rush, around the coasts of the Caspian Sea. As Moscow was retreating and hydrocarbon administration was assigned to shadowy local officers, international oil companies realized that the Caspian was up for grabs.
At first, estimates claimed that the new republics were sitting on reserves worth some 200 billion barrels of oil – a very large amount, considering that in 1991 global oil consumption was just 64 mbpd. Moreover, the area had yet to be explored with modern techniques, and hopes were high.

Before the official involvement by the U.S., the recovery of the energy infrastructure of the area awoke the interest of maverick negotiators of various extraction and nationality. In Kazakhstan, power was held by Nursultan Nazarbajev, who had been the secretary of the Kazakh Communist Party in Soviet times. In 1991, he had been elected president after a sensational 95% result at the national vote. Among his first decisions, he declared that he wanted to seek broader independence from Moscow in matters of energy resource extraction. The first negotiations to grant oil rights contracts to non-Russian companies were led by American businessman James Henry Giffen, who was operating through a company whose name sounded public, although it was completely private: “American trade Consortium”. The appearance was further adorned by “recommendation letters” signed by U.S. President Bill Clinton.

After the Soviet Union collapsed, Nazarbajev had to face the opposition of local nationalist groups that were not enthusiastic about the access that the President had been granting to Western companies into the territory. There was also an agreement in place with Chevron, closed just six months before the Soviet breakdown: most of the Kazakhs opposed it, as it had been signed through Giffen and with some help by Moscow. In order to solve the stalemate, a new negotiator intervened: Johannes Deuss, a Dutch international oil trader, known for having sold oil to South Africa during the apartheid era – notwithstanding an international embargo. Deuss understood that Nazarbajev was looking for a new “diplomatic protection” – switching from Moscow to Washington – and operated in this sense. In 1992, the Kazakh leader had been invited to the White House for a meeting with President George Bush, and Deuss suggested him to formalize a new offer to Chevron, in order to land in the U.S. with an approved contract in his pocket.

The oil company was offered a “profit take” of 20% on the extractive activities of the “Tengiz” basin. The share was significantly lower than the 28% that Chevron had been requesting, but the offer was accepted – with the reward of being the “first Western company” to set foot in Kazakhstan. The agreement was signed on May 18, 1992; and just to secure the U.S. protection, the following day Nazarbajev ratified the “START” treaty, committing the country to dismantle all Soviet nuclear missiles left in the territory within seven years.

The Chevron contract set off a period of oil frenzy around the Caspian. Also Azerbaijan started to be targeted by multiple offers, regarding a basin called “Azeri”. The first companies to move were the British BP and the American Amoco. Both companies were offering a profit share of 50% (quite lower than the accepted standards), yet Amoco was quicker at offering an additional condition: once the investment had been recovered, the profit share for Azerbaijan would have been increased to 75%. Due to the generous deal, Amoco was granted the exclusive right to negotiate with the country for one year.

BP and another company, the American Pennzoil, managed to start negotiations for two other basins called “Chirag” and “Guneshli”, but another U.S. company, Unocal, risking to be excluded from any negotiation, informed the Azeri government that all basins were actually part of a

---
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single geological formation, the “Absheron platform”, and that Baku was negotiating three different contracts for the same object\textsuperscript{148}.

Believing in the Unocal leak, Azerbaijan blocked all negotiations, and a new agreement with all of the four companies (BP, Unocal, Pennzoil, Amoco) was penned. The contract included the upfront payment of a bonus of 70 million dollars, and an additional bonus of 210 million would have had to be corresponded after signing a final contract in London, on October 22, 1992. Yet, as the first stake had been paid, the London meeting was called off and the money disappeared.

The reason for such an abrupt change of course was due to the onset of a phase of deep political uncertainty. At the time of the negotiation, Heydar Aliyev was emerging as a possible local leader – when he was KGB head in Azerbaijan, he had established precious connections with local businessmen. He had also been Deputy-Prime Minister of the Soviet Union until 1987. He was now governing his native region, Nakhchivan, which he was managing as an independent area beneath the newly independent Azerbaijan. The country was also involved in a conflict with neighboring Armenia: the object of the fight was an Azeri region, Nagorno-Karabakh, whose population has an Armenian majority. As the control of Moscow was retreating, Armenia declared the annexation of Nagorno-Karabakh in 1988; and Azerbaijan had reacted through an outright occupation of the region. The Kremlin tried to offer the creation of an “autonomous” region, but both parts did not accept the idea.

Aliyev emerged since, when Armenia had occupied a portion of Nagorno-Karabakh, he had managed to close a “separate peace agreement” for the region he was administrating, Nakhchivan. Months later, due to his successful experience he was invited to the Azeri capital Baku as chief mediator for the general peace agreement. The talks were met with success, and Alyev was capable to gather enough political support to make it to the presidency of the country.

The development of the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict has been the first notable expression of the Russia post-Soviet model approach to its Southern border. Azerbaijan and the Caucasus remain an interest area for Moscow, due to the presence of resources, to their transit routes, and to the connection with the Middle East. Nevertheless, in the 1990s Russia was not in the condition – militarily, politically and financially – to even consider any kind of direct intervention into a local dispute of such sort. In Nagorno-Karabakh, Moscow managed to side for the two factions contemporarily: it was supplying Azerbaijan with training and weaponry (including supplies for Mig-25 jets and Su-25 bombers), and Armenia could count on the presence of Russia’s 7\textsuperscript{th} Army. Russia was trying to exploit the continuation of the conflict, so that local governments would then ask the Kremlin to solve the dispute – and so the Russians could retain a role in foreign territories, with very limited investment. In some 1993 words of a former Azeri President, Abulfaz Elchibey, “the […] Armenian victories in the war can be chalked up to the presence of the Russian Seventh Army, which is stationed in the region and is helping the Armenians in their struggle. Russia has a vested interest in the continuation of the war. The conflict between Armenia and Azerbaijan gives the Russians a foothold in the Caucasus\textsuperscript{149}".

Such strategy of international survival for the Russian also demonstrated how the Moscow leadership had never given up its aspirations of hegemony in the Caucasus. This attitude had been also openly stated in various occasions. At the time when political delegations from the West started landing in the area, Russian Energy minister Jurij Safranik told Bill White, U.S. Undersecretary of

\textsuperscript{148} Actually, it seems that this information was known by all companies, but all players had decided not to disclose the data.
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Energy, that Caspian resources had been discovered by the Russians, and therefore they had to be developed by Russian companies – in Azerbaijan and in Kazakhstan\textsuperscript{150}.

As for the U.S. side, Azerbaijan at first was not really politically monitored by the Clinton administration: the presence of the “unofficial” negotiators – and their success – was quite representative of who was responsible for industrial operations in the area. Such lack of interest by the White House was largely due by the fact that oil at the time was plenty and cheap. At the beginning, the U.S. stance in the Caspian region was influenced by lobbies whose interests had few to do with energy, and political priorities were set basing on “cultural affinities” with the new states. In the specific case of Nagorno-Karabakh, “Christian” Armenia sounded preferable to “Islamic” Azerbaijan, and the U.S. Congress in its 1992 “Freedom Support Act” excluded Azerbaijan from the list of new independent States receiving aid – specifically, the “Armenian National Committee of America” (“ANCA”), pushed for the inclusion of “section 907”, specifically banning Azerbaijan (the only former Soviet State banned). Armenia received 330 million USD.

Azerbaijan realized that by concentrating on the mere “industrial” aspect of energy negotiations, it had ended up being stuck in a political gridlock, surrounded by Moscow, Western oil companies, and a politically active Armenia. Azeri leader Alyev was smart enough to understand that such “pressure network” could be reversed and used for the benefit of Azerbaijan, and oil could serve the purpose. The reason why the Absheron oil contract had been blocked was due to an abrupt change of course: Alyev wanted to restructure the agreement and involve the largest number of foreign oil companies possible.

After additional negotiations, a new consortium was presented, including a dozen of companies: together with the three original U.S. investors (Amoco, Pennzoil and Unocal) there were now companies from the UK, Norway, Turkey and Saudi Arabia. Most notably, also the Russian private company Lukoil was present with a stake of 10%. The contract was titled – not without a certain lack of modesty – “The Contract of the Century”, and was signed on September 20, 1994. It granted 80% of the profits to Azerbaijan, and concerned extractive rights for 4 billion barrels. Interestingly, also the down payment of 70 million USD resurfaced and was accounted\textsuperscript{151}.

The presence of Lukoil might have suggested that Alyev had succeeded at involving Moscow in the new Azeri diplomatic frame, yet opinions in Russia were contrasting. In particular, there were (and still are) discussions concerning the criteria that should assess territoriality on the Caspian waters. Russian Foreign minister Andrey Kozjrev led a faction claiming that the Caspian was actually not a sea, but a lake, and therefore States only control coasts – whereas waters are a “common good”. In Kozjrev’s vision, Alyev had therefore sold concessions for something that Azerbaijan did not own. This movement of opinion made pressure on Trade minister Viktor Chernomyrdin to apply sanctions to Azerbaijan. The impasse was solved by mediation: accept the contract, but in exchange of the inclusion of Lukoil. Alyev’s example provided a model for other contracts later on. In 1995, the “Garabag” basin was assigned to a consortium of Italian (Agip/Eni), Russian (Lukoil) and U.S. (Pennzoil) companies, and later companies from France, Japan, Iran and Turkey entered the area. President George W. Bush waived section 907 of the Freedom Support Act in 2002, and also Azerbaijan started receiving U.S. state aid.
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From 1995 to 1999: The oligarchs and Putin

The mere repartition of the shares within the two main contracts in Azerbaijan and in Kazakhstan (the Chevron one) suggested that Russia was strategically retreating. Although Lukoil had grabbed a 10% participation at Absheron, a Western company such as BP had 17% - not to mention the “exclusive” contract of Chevron in Kazakhstan. Yet Russia, besides military and diplomatic influence, had another card to play: energy interconnections. No oil and no gas were to leave the Caspian basin without the consent of Moscow.

This moment in recent energy history opened up a phase of negotiations that was reminiscent of previous episodes in Europe in the 1960s and in the 1980s. In Kazakhstan, Chevron had downplayed the difficulties of developing a pipeline connecting Kazakhstan to the export terminals at the other side of the Caspian. At the beginning of the extractive operations in Tengiz, it became immediately clear that things were more difficult than what had been thought. Specifically, oil had to transit into Russian territory and be collected by the “Samara” interconnection point, but here – it was declared by the Russians – there was an available capacity of mere 30,000 barrels per day, or less than 50% of what had been promised to Chevron. Moreover, oil from Tengiz had a relatively good quality compared to the Russian “Ural Blend” flowing to Samara, and the two different qualities had to be mixed without any compensation for Chevron152.

Also in Azerbaijan the situation was not positive for the Western investors. Moscow’s blessing to the “Contract of the Century” had been granted not just through the entrance of Lukoil in the consortium: Russia also wanted to control the export routes flowing from Azerbaijan to the West. A week after the contract had been signed in New York, Alyev met with U.S. President Bill Clinton in New York, and “Aliyev requested a favor - that Clinton persuade Russia’s Boris Yeltsin to acquiesce to the oil deal and be flexible on the issue of pipelines. Russia cannot "dictate this question," Aliyev declared. Clinton promised to try153”.

The American President met with Boris Yeltsin on September 28, 1994, in Washington. Two days earlier, Yeltsin at the UN had declared that his country would have the responsibility of “peacekeeping” in all former Soviet territories. The U.S. wanted to convince Russia to involve the UN in any initiative concerning the Caucasus. Interestingly, in the agenda of the same meeting there was also a point about arms supplies from Russia to Iran, which had totaled one billion USD.

Yet, the Russian President did not accept to soften his stance. Just to reassert Moscow’s grip on the Caucasus, the first military operation in Chechnya began on October 30, 1994, with the bombing of the capital city, Groznyy. A full-blown Russian ground attack followed on December 11, and the conflict lasted one year and a half. The intervention signaled also an abrupt change of stance towards independence movements from Gorbachev to Yeltsin: if Gorbachev had used the same military approach on the other republics that declared independence, the Soviet split would have been far more problematic than it actually was. As for the West, the U.S. was never in the position to take any hard stance against the intervention, since the political position of Yeltsin was delicate and he could not have sustained any form of real international pressure154.

154 There were anyhow some isolated declarations. U.S. State Secretary Warren Christopher threatened to stop financial aid to Russia in case the invasion continued. The aid eventually did not stop.
The Chechen conflict had a strong repercussion on the energy situation of the region. Between Azerbaijan and the Black Sea there was an old Soviet pipeline, running from the Azeri capital Baku to Novorossiysk (the main Russian port), that could have been restructured. The only issue was that the pipeline was transiting through Groznyy, the Chechen capital, with high risk of sabotage by local rebel forces (for this reasons, the few oil pumped in the pipeline had already been blocked). Close to Groznyy, Moscow had also an important center of oil refining. A tight control of Moscow on the region could have allowed a safe grip on a possible new center for the new pipeline network.

The first large pipeline initiative to be projected concerned Kazakhstan, were Chevron was still facing the problem of reduced available capacity at the oil terminal of Samara. Dutch negotiator John Deuss, the same that had developed the extraction contract, orchestrated the creation of a “Caspian Pipeline Consortium” (“CPC”), to create a pipeline connecting the coastal Kazakh oil center of Tengiz with Novorossiysk, transiting through Russian territory North of the Caspian. Also Russia was invited to enter the consortium, although its role would have been merely that of “transit fee collector”, with no operative leverage, to avoid that Russia could enjoy any power of deciding available capacities here as well.

Yet, this time Washington sensed early enough that Russia could have gained control of the negotiation, and that it was too risky to leave the business to the entrepreneurial capacity f Mr. Deuss alone. Washington engaged into an overarching diplomatic capacity to force the Dutch negotiator to leave the table. Russia was invited to enter the extractive consortium in Tengiz, which was opened also to the Italian oil company Eni, to Mobil and to BP, and some 520 million USD were collected to install 1,500 km of pipes (partially simply restructuring existing pipelines). A contract was signed in April 1996.155

On the other side of the Caspian, also Azerbaijan was looking for a route to export the increasing quantity of oil it was producing. A first possibility was represented by the restructuring of a pipeline (with 50 million USD investment), transiting also through Chechnya. The alternative was

155 See Dellecker, Adrian, Caspian Pipeline Consortium, Bellwether of Russia’ Investment Climate?, 2008, Russia/NIS Center
the creation of a pipeline on the “South-West” route, to the Mediterranean coast of Turkey. Ankara was favorable to the project, because the Turkish coastal terminal of Ceyhan had lost all of its profits when oil exports from Iraq had been blocked in 1991. Moreover, more oil to Novorossiysk would have meant more oil tankers transiting through the bottleneck of the Dardanelles, which was already close to full capacity: the new pipeline would have helped to relieve the Strait.

The “Baku-Ceyhan” pipeline is the initiative that projected Turkey into its new status at the center of the energy network of the Eurasian platform. There was a significant obstacle to the plan, represented by the promise to the Russian that they would have retained territorial control on the export routes from Azerbaijan. The U.S. decision to facilitate the project – as set by Rosemarie Forsythe, head of a commission about Caspian policies in Washington – was to sponsor both routes, within and outside Russian territory. The U.S. also reorganized the entire approach towards the region: a CIA report of 1997 titled “Caspian Policy Review” clearly stated that the preferred goal was to keep Russia outside the new transits. Clinton also instituted the position of “Special Advisor to the President and Secretary of State on Assistance to the New Independent States of the Former Soviet Union”. Morningstar made soon clear that the energy independence of the new states was fundamental, and that they could not depend on “antagonist states” such as Iran to get their resources out, as “energy is a strategic interest”156.

Eventually, the Northern route was restructured and exports began in 1997, and already in 2000 a connector was built to cut Chechen territory out of the transit route – although the pipeline was still transiting in Russia, through the Dagestan province. The first oil from Baku reached Ceyhan on May 28, 2006157.

Boris Yeltsin stepped down on December 31, 1999, and the responsibility to lead Russia was assigned to Vladimir Putin, who had been Prime Minister for the previous four months. The political legacy of Yeltsin was did not leave much space for optimism: as noticed by Madeleine Albright, replacing Warren Christopher ad Secretary of State in Clinton’s second mandate, «few societies have

crashed harder without a war. During the Great Depression America’s economic output declined by one-third. During the 1990s, Russia’s economy shrank by 55 percent, reaching roughly the level of the Netherlands’. By decade’s end Moscow was barely collecting taxes, foreign investment had dried up, and 70 percent of Russians lived at subsistence level. Part of Russia’s problem rooted also on the price of oil that was still stagnating. The crisis of the Asian Tigers was the final blow for Russia’s already fragile economy. In 1996 oil pricing had increased above 20 USD, setting the record since Desert Storm in 1991. Traders had been betting on further price increases due to the rising Asian consumption, and as the rising economies crashed, this financial situation pushed the barrel price further down. Oil price touched 11.91 USD per barrel: inflation adjusted, it was the minimum since the 1940s. The decision by OPEC to cut production by some 2 mmbd in five months, and the additional million cut by non-OPEC members, did not help to revitalize quotations.

Putin had to face also the challenge of restructuring a dysfunctional Russian oil industry. Oil production in the federation had fallen from 8 mbpd in 1991, to 6 mbpd – and there was no sign of recovery, since production had been decreasing since the 1980s (as the CIA had noticed). In terms of security, some important territories that hosted energy infrastructures had not stabilized yet: in 1996 a bomb in Dagestan had destroyed a building hosting Russian border guards, and in the following years other attacks had followed throughout the federation, and a total of 300 people had lost their lives. In most cases, Moscow assigned the responsibility of the attacks to “Chechen terrorism”.

In August 1999, Chechen separatist leader Samil Basaev led a 2,000 strong army to Dagestan to support an Islamist secessionist movement. The reaction by Moscow was immediate: artillery intervened to cut Basaev’s supplies, and a counteroffensive forced him to retire. On August 26, the then-Prime Minister Putin ordered a full-blown attack to Groznyy and to various military installations. Ground operations began in October. By May 2000, President Putin had reestablished Russian “federal authority” on Chechnya, and in Groznyy there was a new government more favorable to Moscow.

The intervention persuaded Washington to reconsider the organization of its global military structure. The command on the Caspian area was assigned to the direct management of central defense apparatus (before it responded to the Pacific Command). Washington wanted direct control on the situation. As for the political side, the Clinton administration declared its criticism towards how Putin had handled Chechnya, but – as in the case of Yeltsin – could never push too hard, because Washington wanted to avoid a destabilization of the still fragile political structure of Moscow. At best, Clinton invited the Russian President to «free Groznyy». Somehow, the point about Russian intervention was that a pacified Chechnya was also in the interest of the West. Nevertheless, Washington made pressure on Russia to allow international observers enter the territory and assess the condition of migrants.

Putin won the elections on March 26, 2000. Russia was still overly dependent on hydrocarbons: energy companies represented around 60% of the Moscow stock exchange capitalization, and oil and gas accounted for 22% of the state revenue. He believed that a plan to restructure and diversify the economy would have taken too long, and could not possibly represent a
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solution to cure the impending Russian malaise. Moreover, a system of “oligarchs” that had sustained the rule of Yeltsin – including his reelection in 1996 – would have represented a strong obstacle to change. The most urgent action was therefore to accept the energy dependence, but to refocus the control of the sector from private rentiers to the Kremlin: “On July 28, 2000, Putin sat down with the most powerful oligarchs and set forth the system’s new reality. As long as the oligarchs paid taxes and did not criticize the Kremlin, Putin pledged to respect their property rights and refrain from prosecuting them for any past (or continuing) corruption. Many complied, but in 2003, Mikhail Khodorkovsky, the chairman and CEO of Russia’s largest oil-producing company, began funding opposition parties and independent media critical of the Kremlin. The result was a harsh hammer blow. The lawfare state jailed him, destroyed his oil company and forced most of his family into exile. The message to other oligarchs was clear: follow the rules or face devastating legal consequences”.

To counter the private power of the oligarchs, Putin decided to leave the system of political support he had inherited from his predecessor Yeltsin. Putin had had a long experience in Russia’s KGB services. The first group of Putin’s strongmen was nicknamed “The Checkists of Petersburg” – as Putin had been the major of St. Petersburg. Another group was nicknamed “The Liberals of Petersburg”, and included people that had assisted him during his tenure as major, including Finance minister Aleksej Kudrin and Economics minister German Graf. In few months, the system managed to place people at important administrative posts.

In terms of organization of the federation, Putin realized that too many local politicians were governing with just a formal link to the center. In some cases, rulers claimed absolute authority also on resources reserves – as noticed by the economist Daniel Yergin, the Russian energy sector was somehow suffering from the same ethnical conflict that had exploded during the Soviet collapse. In August 2000, Putin introduced a decree that reorganized the 89 Russian regions into seven federal districts, led by delegated nominated by the president. This change transformed the status of the 89 local governors from “national authorities” to “regional representatives”. Out of the seven federal delegates, five had a past in the FSB. In economic terms, anyhow, some results were achieved – it was recognized also by the IMF: “we, like others, fully recognize the impressive forward movement. Achievements in 2001 include far-reaching tax and legal reforms, the replacement of Soviet-era Labor and Land Codes, a deregulation package, and a new pension system”.

Putin was convinced that state restructuring had to be based on some sort of public control on strategic sectors, and in particular on the energy sector. By the end of his first mandate, the state energy company Gazprom would reach a value equal to 8% of the country’s GDP. The largest extractive company was also public (Rosneft), and reached such dimension after acquiring the assets of a private company (Yukos) dismissed by Mikhail Khodorkovsky. The state had control also on Transneft, a company managing the energy transport infrastructure of Russia – and the “legal successor” of the “Soviet Ministry of Oil Industry Main Production Department for Oil Transportation and Supplies”.

As Russia was “closed for restructuring”, the U.S. was eager to reshape the map of power in Europe: redrawing influence borders would have determined also the equilibrium of power,
influencing also energy transit rules. The expansion of NATO to the East responded to this logic: Madeleine Albright staunchly defended this policy, claiming that since democracy had moved East, it made no sense to respect the line that had been reached by the Red Army in 1945.

As the U.S. was proving quite aggressive in the region of the Caspian Sea and in Eastern Europe, it was also closely monitoring Moscow’s efforts at reorganizing economically. This contradiction was also a primary challenge that George W. Bush had to face upon his election in 2001 – apart, of course, from the global emergence of terrorism. Vice-President Dick Cheney had been Defense Secretary in the administration of President Bush and in 1991 had redacted a programmatic document titled “Defense Planning Guidance”, which had been inspired by traditional anti-Soviet logics – and was leaked to the New York Times.

Cheney had envisioned the creation of a special army for immediate intervention, and claimed that “The former Soviet state achieved global reach and power by consolidating control over the resources in the territory of the former U.S.S.R. The best means of assuring that no hostile power is able to consolidate control over the resources within the former Soviet Union is to support its successor states (especially Russia and Ukraine) in their efforts to become peaceful democracies with market-based economies. A democratic partnership with Russia and the other republics would be the best possible outcome for the United States. At the same time, we must also hedge against the possibility that democracy will fail, with the potential that an authoritarian regime bent on regenerating aggressive military power could emerge in Russia. [...] For the immediate future, key U.S. concerns will be the ability of Russia and the other republics to demilitarize their societies, convert their military industries to civilian production, eliminate or, in the case of Russia, radically reduce their nuclear weapons inventory, maintain firm command and control over nuclear weapons, and prevent leakage of advanced military technology and expertise to other countries. [...] NATO continues to provide the indispensable foundation for a stable security environment in Europe. Therefore, it is of fundamental importance to preserve NATO as the primary instrument of Western defense and security, as well as the channel for U.S. influence and participation in European security affairs”.167

Ten years later, Vice-President Dick Cheney presented a “National Energy Policy Report”, where the Caspian was mentioned as “a rapidly growing new area of supply”. Specifically, “Proven oil reserves in Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan are about 20 billion barrels, a little more than the North Sea and slightly less than the United States. Exploration, however, is continuing, and proven reserves are expected to increase significantly. [...] Current exports from the region are only about 800,000 barrels of oil per day, in part due to limited export route options. However, potential exports could increase by 1.8 million barrels of oil per day by 2005, as the United States works closely with private companies and countries in the region to develop commercially viable export routes, such as the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan (BTC) and Caspian Pipeline Consortium oil pipelines”.168

In the following years, the Western involvement in the “Colored Revolutions” of Georgia (Rose), Ukraine (Orange) and Kyrgyzstan (Tulip) evidenced how much the U.S. was caring about installing systems of democracy and free market, that could be profitably coopted.

From 1999 to 2008: Putin in power and Baku-Ceyhan

When Baku-Ceyhan was being planned, Zbigniew Brzezinski, former NSA of Jimmy Carter, surprised most of the establishment claiming that a more appropriate route for the pipeline would have been straight from the Caspian area to the Persian Gulf, through Carter’s historical nemesis: Iran. Brzezinski claimed that “My perspective about Iran is rather idiosyncratic. I think that the United States should approach the American-Iranian relationship from a broad, long-range perspective. America and Iran share fundamental, geo-political interests. The present phase of antagonism, in my view, is only a transient phase. […]It's a mistake for the U.S. to exclude the possibility of pipelines going through Iran. Iran will not always, and forever, be antagonistic to the United States. Pipelines take many years to construct. In the meantime, excluding Iran tends to stimulate the Iranian-Russian partnership against Azerbaijan. And that, I think, is counterproductive to our interests and to those of Azerbaijan and Central Asia169.”

This approach was exposing a fundamental flaw in the U.S. policies of the time: the problem of the “vanished frontier” between the Middle East and the Caspian republics. During the Cold War, the presence of the Soviet Union had given impulse for the creation of a “Central Treaty Organization” binding Iran, Iraq, Pakistan and Turkey (and the UK). In the early 1990s, the presidium on the area was practically left to Pakistan, as Russia was checking the equilibrium of local conflicts (as in Nagorno-Karabakh). Not least, the unchecked flows of Afghanistan veterans had created the fertile ground that led to the spreading of contemporary terrorism. As for energy, the development of the most relevant projects had been “outsourced” to private negotiators, and West companies could be freed from the Russian-Central Asian stalemate only after a full-blown diplomatic intervention by Washington. In this context, the U.S. had to develop alliances with Georgia, Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan, and the Russians decided to retain a strong presence in Armenia, intervening militarily in Chechnya twice. South of this belt, the area had been somehow “forgotten”. Afghanistan, Pakistan, Kurdistan: here there was no real political investment and, as the 2000s would have shown, the real threats for international security originated from here.

On the energy side, the consequences of this lack of order in the “Southern belt” were deeply felt by the U.S. oil company Unocal, which was looking for ways to transport natural gas from Turkmenistan to an export terminal. A possible route included Iran – as Brzezinski was suggesting also for Azerbaijan – but the “Iran-Libya Sanctions Act” was preventing any initiative of the sort. The alternative solution was represented by a pipeline through Afghanistan and Pakistan, to the Indian Ocean. Turkmenistan was ready to support any project that could be quickly realized. Since independence, Turkmenistan was relying on years gas export worth some 2 billion USD – yet in 1993 Moscow had consistently reduced access to export routes, quoting the usual “congestion”, and Turkmenistan was able to sell its production only to Ukraine and some areas in the Caucasus, that were financially less attractive than Europe.

Turkmenistan was headed by Saparmurat Niyazov, who had been – as many other local leaders in the region – a Party leader at the times of the Soviet Union. In 1994 he had been confirmed president with an incredible 99.9% of preferences. He had promoted the development of a new Turkmeni identity, largely based on the cult of his personality (as a matter of fact, some months changed name and got new ones inspired by Niyazov’s biography). It has been reported that

169 Azerbaijan International of Winter 1995 (3.4), pp. 20-22, Geopolitically Speaking - Interview with Zbigniew Brzezinski
a foreign oil manager once counted as many as fifteen portraits of Niyazov in the office of a minister.\footnote{Steve LeVine (2007), quot., p. 293}

The first attempt to develop an export route avoiding Russia’s territory had been tried in the early 1990s, when Shell had tried to connect Turkmenistan to Azerbaijan passing through the Caspian Sea, yet the opposition by the Kremlin had convinced Turkmenistan to abandon the idea. In terms of extraction, the first company that managed to hit an exploration contract in Turkmenistan was the Argentinian “Bridas”, led by Carlos Bulgheroni, a much known figure in his country. Bridas had been granted extractive rights on two basins: the Keimar bloc close to the Caspian coast, and Yashlar at the border with Afghanistan. In March 1995 Bridas had reached an agreement with Pakistan for the transit of a pipeline, but the possibility of developing an infrastructure through Afghanistan were problematic, due to the instability of the mujahidin government, and the few control they had on the territory.

Since Bridas could not enjoy any particular leverage to influence the situation, the company asked for an intercession by Pakistan. In 1992 the country had ordered to stop weaponry shipments to the mujahidin, and to close military training camps. The following year Pakistan elected Benazir Bhutto as president: she believed that the pipeline and the Bridas project could have served the purpose of furthering the “hegemonic” (post-ul-Haq) aims of her country in the region, and gave strong support to the initiative. Bhutto initiated a vigorous diplomatic initiative to gain support by central and local Afghani leaders, from Herat to Kabul, and also invited representatives from the West to take part to diplomatic missions to Afghanistan.

On October 29, 1994, a column of thirty trucks loaded with medicines and food supplies left Pakistan to reach Turkmenistan, with the intention to transit through Afghanistan. The column was protected by two ISI officers and an armed group of students calling themselves “Talibans”. The Talibans were a new political and military force originating from Sunni schools in North-West Pakistan. Among their declared intent there was that of overtaking Afghanistan and convert it into a fundamentalist country. As the trucks column was entering Afghanistan, the Taliban were declaring to have occupied five provinces out of the total thirty of the country.\footnote{O’Balance, Edgar (2002), Afghan Wars: Battles in a Hostile Land. 1839 to the Present, Brassey’s, p. 242} When the trucks were close to Kandahar, they were sequestrated by the militias of a local warlord and were later freed by other Taliban led by a rising leader, Mullah Omar.

Through the Pakistani intercession, in 1995 Bulgheroni was able to close a deal with the Afghani government for a 1,400 km pipeline. At first, the Taliban presence was actually regarded with optimism by Pakistan and other Mideast countries because, for better or for worse, the students were able to provide some basic order to semi-anarchical areas in Afghanistan – creating also the necessary conditions of stability to develop the sensible Bridas infrastructure. Also Saudi Arabia, and specifically Prince Turki, had a deep interest in the Taliban option, mostly due to the fact that the Taliban could represent a strong Sunni presidium on the Shiite influence of Iran, between the Caspian and the Persian Gulf. Not by chance, Iranian president Ali Akbar Rafsanjani had already made clear to Benazir Bhutto that the Taliban were a dangerous group.

It seems that the Taliban rise was fostered by unofficial channels: Pakistan’s ISI was in close contact with Turki’s intelligence, and the students could enjoy access to financing, training and weaponry. In the same period, Bridas was progressively excluded from the project, and the U.S. company UNOCAL was favored: the contract ratifying the new choice was signed in October 1995. Unocal had the support of Turkmenistan, Pakistan, Afghanistan and also Uzbekistan to develop the
infrastructure. The outcome did not come by surprise: for all participants, it was more advisable to enjoy the diplomatic protection of the U.S., than Argentina. More specifically, Unocal could count on the effort of Assistant Secretary of State Robin Raphel, who had set up an efficient diplomatic campaign to support the initiative. Raphel also contacted a Saudi commercial partner, Delta Oil that deployed negotiations with Sunni leaders in the region. Delta Oil was connected to Prince Turki, and formed a consortium with Unocal called “CentGas”.

The activities of Unocal in Afghanistan had to be suspended in 1998, due to the changed perception of the U.S. public opinion towards the Taliban. Evidence of implication in some terrorist actions (including the attacks on the U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania) and media reports about brutality had revealed the true nature of the students – that by that time had conquered power in Afghanistan. On August 20, cruise missiles hit terrorist training camps in the country.

On the Russian side – at the time Yeltsin was still in power – the Afghani events were interpreted with concern and preoccupation due to the perceived inability to act. As the Taliban took over Kabul at the end of 1996, Russian Foreign Minister Andrej Kozjrev claimed that the students’ success was “a threat to international peace, potentially capable of destabilizing the entire region”172. Russian Defense Minister Igor Rodionov declared that the takeover was “a threat to Russian national security, as well as of that of the other CSI countries”173. Moscow was convinced that the Taliban were aiming at using the Afghan platform to unify all the Islamic forces in the area, with the general intent of installing a new Sunni Pan-Islamist political subject in Central Asia. The period that followed was quite peculiar: reports claimed that Moscow was financing and supplying the mujahidin forces of Massood, a military leader that in the Eighties had fought against the Red Army. It seems that the Russian leadership feared the U.S. support for the Taliban, and believed it was an attempt to push Russia out of Central Asia174.

It was later learned that also the U.S. at first adopted a policy of “benign neglect” towards the Taliban, who could already profit from outright support by Pakistan and the Saudi intelligence. With September 11, 2001, the goals of Russia and the U.S. in the region partially converged: the threat of international terrorism from Afghanistan called for cooperation, in exchange for a harder U.S. stance on the Chechen resistance. The White House openly recognized that the Chechen government had contacts with international terrorism, and asked for the ties to be severed175. Moreover, the threat to global security imposed an order to the region: Russia could freely act on the Western Islamic border of the Caspian, along Chechnya; and the U.S. could intervene in Afghanistan. The Republics of Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan allowed the installation of U.S. bases on their territory.

The parallelisms between Russia and the U.S. in terms of antiterrorism strategy did not lead to any sort broader understanding about the strategy to be adopted in the Middle East. The first significant occasion of dispute was represented by the American decision to intervene in Iraq after 9/11. In addition to the military reasons for the intervention, Washington was aware that Russia had around fifty oil agreements (closed or under negotiation) in place with Iraq – thus, the interest of Moscow was that few or nothing would change in the power structure of Baghdad. Moreover, the Russian oil company Lukoil as recently as 1997 had closed a deal for the development of a field called “West Qurna”, with an estimate of 40 billion barrels of reserves. As evidenced by a Congress report
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of 2003, “In general, Russia seeks to obtain repayment of Iraq’s $7.6 billion in debt to Moscow and possibly to earn funds selling arms to Iraq if such sanctions are eventually lifted”\(^{176}\).

The Bush administration also spent some efforts to introduce some sort of industrial integration between U.S. and Russian companies, with the intent to create some common business goals to be pursued in Iraq, and to demonstrate that the intent of the 2003 intervention was not to exclude Moscow from the country. In 2004 U.S. oil company ConocoPhillips acquired a stake in Lukoil for initial 7.6%, later increasing up to 20%, with the intent to jointly develop a portion of the West Qurna field\(^{177}\). The U.S. also assured that the Iraqi debt to Russia would have been repaid also in case of regime change\(^{178}\). Putin rejected the offer claiming that “war could throw the Islamic world into turmoil” and that “a crisis of this kind should be solved by exclusively peaceful means”\(^{179}\).

By the beginning of 2004, it became also clear the U.S. had the intention to retain its permanent military presence in Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan. Contemporarily, U.S. and other western diplomacies (together with NGOs such as Open Society of George Soros, Freedom House and the National Endowment for Democracy\(^{180}\)) pushed for a government change in Ukraine, favoring the invalidation of elections that had brought to power a candidate aligned with Russia, Viktor Janukovic. The West actively sustained the aggregation of a popular protest nicknamed “Orange Revolution”, which contested the regularity of the election and supported a pro-Western candidate, Viktor Yushenko. A new electoral round assigned the presidential seat to him.

The political loss of Ukraine hit one of the two poles of the Russian foreign policy strategy: the “energy connection” between Central Asia and Eastern Europe, as gas from Turkmenistan and hydrocarbons from the Caspian would flow through Russian territory, to Ukraine and finally to the consuming markets. Contemporarily, NATO was further advancing East, and after the 1999 entrance of Poland, Hungary and the Czech Republic in the organization, on March 29, 2004, seven other former socialist countries joined in: Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Slovenia, Slovakia, Bulgaria and Romania. Few months later – in May 2005 – the first oil was pumped into the just completed Baku-Ceyhan pipeline in Baku.

These years were anyhow the last ones of “Russian retreat”. Profiting from a rapidly increasing oil price (with a positive trend started in 2003), the condition of Moscow’s public finances changed. Moreover, Putin’s strong hand had assured that all the largest private companies started paying taxes. In February 2005 the Russian state was able to repay an IMF loan of 22 billion USD. At the beginning of Putin’s first mandate, Russia had debts for some 96% of the GDP; in 2006 the percentage had lowered to 10%\(^{181}\). Also the internal structure of the federation was further revised: the presidents of the 83 federal subjects were not elected anymore, but nominated by Moscow – and electors would enjoy the mere faculty of approving or disapproving of the candidate. The mechanism for parliamentary elections was changed to party lists with proportional system, with a threshold increased from 4 to 7 percent.

\(^{176}\) Report for Congress of April 16, 2003, Iraq: Oil-For-Food Program, International Sanctions, and Illicit Trade, Order Code RL30472, p. 15. The same report lists the information about Russia-Iraq relations in the period when the conflict broke out.

\(^{177}\) Middle East Economic Survey, VOL. XLVII, N. 41, Lukoil Seeks West Qurna Development/ Iraq Debt Deal 11-October-2004

\(^{178}\) The New York Times of March 1, 2003, Putin Again Rejects U.S. Calls for Support of a War, Fearing Effect on the Mideast

\(^{179}\) Ibidem

\(^{180}\) Le Monde Diplomatique, Atlas der Globalisierung 2006, p. 59

\(^{181}\) IMF Website, Press release 05/19 of February 2, 2005, Russian Federation Completes Early Repayment of Entire Outstanding Obligations to the IMF
Putin had therefore succeeded at restructuring Russia’s finances and at recentralizing the rule of the central state. This fact, completed by other initiative such as a return of permanent flight patrols above the country, signaled that a new border between Russia and the West, in Europe and in the Middle East, had been reestablished: the West could not advance farther East or farther North. It seemed that from that moment any possible change in the diplomatic or military presence of Russia and the U.S. in Central Asia and Europe was prevented. Georgia never managed to really free itself from Russian influence, and his process for NATO accession was blocked. Russia did not comply with a 1999 OECD agreement ordering to recall troops from Georgia and Moldova, and – by 2017 – to terminate its presence in the naval base of Odessa in Ukraine. Also the “Agreement on Adaptation of the Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in Europe (CFE-II)” was suspended by the Russians. Moscow also lobbied (with success) in Uzbekistan to have the government inviting the U.S. army to leave the country (it had to abandon the base of Karsi-Khanabad, at U.S.’ disposal since the first U.S. operations in Afghanistan). Uzbekistan ordered also all foreign NGOs to leave the country.

Between 1991 and 1994 the Soviet Union went through a process of pulverization that had been predicted forty years earlier by Zbigniew Brzezinski in his Master thesis at McGill University: the Soviet empire was coercing different national entities to live together, and as the central rule started to lose power, the collapse succeeded. Such disintegration had not meant anyhow the end of the Russian political subject, but the mere failure of a strategy, focused on the physical occupation of territories – including the energy relevant ones – ordering it with socialist-statalist criteria and partially financed through oil rents. In the first 1990s, Russia was forced to transit to a more flexible economic system, better capable to allocate scarce resources.

As for the U.S. in the 1990s, the Clinton administration was well aware that Moscow would have risen again from its ashes, and the aim of his policies has never been that of “appeasing” Russia, but rather that of gaining as much territory as possible during the years of crisis – in order to enjoy a position of relative advantage later on. Washington recognized that the country had to be kept together, because an excessively weak Russia would have projected Eurasia into chaos; but contemporarily the U.S. managed to access some of the areas that had been building constituents of the Soviet Union: Poland, Ukraine, Georgia, Central Asia, and even Baku, with the successful completion of a pipeline (Naku-Ceyhan) that – in any case – was cutting out any portion of Russian territory. The IMF was lending funds to Russia, but contemporarily NATO was expanding East annexing former Soviet satellite States. Baku-Ceyhan exerted an fundamental consequence: it repolarized the political positions of all the new republics in the region, and reorganized the relationship of power between the U.S. and Russia – with the latter that then decisively took an energy autonomist path, with considerable fewer trust granted to Western counterparts. Also George W. Bush sought an agenda of geopolitical containment for Russia. The problem was that containment failed at assigning a role to Russia – and resurged Russia, then, refused to cooperate. The armed intervention in Georgia in 2008 evidenced without any shadow of doubt that Russia had reemerged.
3. **Contemporary developments: shale gas, the Arab revolts, China**

**Keypoints**

- This section describes how the new supply of shale gas and oil may shape the relationship of power between Russia and the U.S., and how such change may impact supply security for the West. The analysis is completed by an assessment of the impact of China on Mideast order and on the central Asian gas development.

- The impact of U.S. shale on global geopolitics is more “indirect” than commonly thought. On the technical side, gas is not a perfect substitute for oil; and gas is a “set of globally integrated local markets”, whereas oil is “a global market with local declinations”. On the political side, the Middle East traditionally played only a marginal role in the portfolio of the U.S. energy supply, and increased U.S. reserves may only partially alter the U.S. stance in the Middle East.

- Similarly to Russia in the Cold War, an “energy independent” U.S. will retain a deep strategic interest in the Mideast region. The priority of securing access to resources for their own market (or for the own sphere of influence) is as much important as preventing other powers from enjoying free access to resources. Leaving the Middle East for the benefit of new rising power would not be beneficial for the global U.S. prowess.

- As for Europe, the prospect of prolonged energy commodity price stagnation has altered the relationship with Russia, and led to a revision of all the initiatives aimed at connecting Russian resources to the West. Also contractual frameworks are undergoing a deep process of revision, radically altering the situation in comparison to the 2010s.

- China and its role in the energy game should be reconsidered, as the impact of Chinese demand on the global politics – especially in perspective terms – may be met with more limits than commonly thought. The potential of the energy connection with Russia is constrained by aspects of “geopolitical coexistence” on the Asian plateau. Also the rising influence of China in Africa, Central Asia and the Middle East has to face the competition of global and regional powers.
The impact of shale gas on global geopolitics

Shale gas in the United States is exerting significant impacts not only on North American energy, but also on the global context. The new injection of new natural gas resources has had dramatic consequences: the “Energy Information Administration” (“EIA”) forecasted that the U.S. may start exporting some quantities of gas per ship lane (“Liquefied Natural Gas”, or “LNG”) as early as 2016. Forecasts show that by 2021 the U.S. may even become net natural gas exporters, producing 720 bcm, and consuming 722182.

Moreover, also the U.S. oil sector is rapidly changing. Paris based “International Energy Agency” (“IEA”) stated in its “World Energy Outlook 2012” that the U.S. might become energy self-sufficient by 2035183. This would not mean that the U.S. would cease importing oil, but rather that in terms of total accounting the exports in gas and coal would outplace barrel imports. Yet, also an actual increase in oil production is predicted: U.S. output may (briefly) pass that of Saudi Arabia by 2017, reaching 11.1 million barrels per day in 2020, compared to the Saudi’s 10.6. The positive balance in the energy account would be the result of new shale and oil new production combined, coupled up with ambitious energy saving plans, as IEA forecasts an U.S. oil consumption in 2035 of one-third less than 2011184.

This data has been enough to inspire a new set of discussions and hopes about the energy future of the United States and all the energy consuming West. The increase in the adoption of techniques for shale gas drilling in the last years has been intense: “from virtually nothing in 2000 to over 10 billion cubic feet185 per day in 2010, and it is expected to more than quadruple by 2040, reaching over 50 percent of Total U.S. natural gas production by the 2030s186”. Together with its virtues in terms of availability, shale gas also offers the advantage of being often located in territories close to the areas of end users, making operations of transport and storage easier.

We may anticipate here that, in terms of political effects, contrarily to what is commonly thought the fact that the U.S. may be energy independent by 2035 does not mean that Washington would of should fully disengage from the Middle East. The area still accounts for a large stake of world reserves, and their extraction and use is fundamental for the world order. In a comparative historical perspective, Russia never needed Mideast reserves for its own use, but nevertheless Moscow always tried – and is still trying – to influence the political and strategic equilibrium of the region. The recent developments in the region seem to evidence how a border between the influence of great powers has already be established, representing the latest development in a struggle started with the 1946 Iranian crisis. A solution must necessarily come through a wider involvement of Europe, and possibly a better cooperation between the Old Continent and the United States.

But how can such new energy availability affect the dynamics of the energy sector at large? A paper by the conservative James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy at Rice University stated in
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2011 that “rising shale supplies have significantly reduced U.S. requirements for imported liquefied natural gas (LNG), which has already had geopolitical implications. For example, it has played a key role in Russia’s ability to wield an ‘energy weapon’ over its European customers by increasing alternative supplies to Europe in the form of LNG displaced from the U.S. market\(^{187}\). A closer look at the mechanism of correlation between U.S. shale gas availability and global energy situation may nevertheless suggest that the system is slightly more complex. First of all, the impact of shale gas should be kept closely separated form that of the new oil being tapped in North America. Moreover, the markets of oil and gas are completely different – although some sort of connection may still be detected, as we will review later.

First: the increased availability of shale gas has been offset by an increase in U.S. domestic demand

As shown in Figure 9, unconventional gas resources (tight gas, coal bed methane and shale gas) have made up for the decline in conventional gas production in the U.S. Yet, so far gas production has not been able to cover gas demand completely, notwithstanding the strong increase in production starting in 2006.

The gross need of the U.S. marked has been constantly between around 800 to 1,000 MCF from 1990 to 2011\(^{188}\). This has been due also to market reasons: U.S. natural gas production has been set to meet market needs. Moreover, the high prices up to 2008 stimulated investment, and low prices ever since favored consumption – and have been high enough to allow the return of investments, except for a short-timed glut in the first half of 2012. In this sense, the impact of U.S. shale gas on global energy flows shall be mostly interpreted in terms of “missed additional market” for LNG exporters. This means that if the U.S. had not had shale gas to tap, they would have resorted to other regions for their natural gas sourcing. This is indeed some sort of impact, but different than that “interrupting flows of LNG from abroad”\(^\). Simply, no new ones have been delivered from all over the globe to the U.S..

Of course, part of the increase in U.S. consumption can be explained by the “shale gas opportunity”. Until the shale gas boom, natural gas prices had been loosely indexed to oil prices, and followed the barrel quotation boom in the 2000s: the reference “Henry Hub” natural gas price in 2002 was 3.38 USD/MBtu, reaching 8.86 USD/MBtu in 2008. In the following year, prices had dropped to below 4 USD, stimulating consumption\(^{189}\).


\(^{188}\) We consider here “gross need”. The U.S. exports some volumes of gas to Canada and Mexico through pipeline, and minimal volumes to other countries through LNG. Therefore, the real need of gas (Demand – Domestic Production – Exports) would be a little larger.

\(^{189}\) U.S. Energy Information Administration, Natural Gas Data, at: http://www.eia.gov/dnav/ng/hist/rngwhhdA.htm
Second: the main direct geopolitical impact of shale gas concerns Mexico and Canada

Common belief holds that higher degrees of natural gas independency could lead the U.S. to disengage from the Middle East and other troubled areas of the world, as there would be no more interest in foreign energy resources.

Yet, as for quantitative considerations, the U.S. is largely independent from the Middle East in terms of natural gas imports. Due to the impact of shale gas, the U.S. have already further reduced their dependence on imported volumes. In 2007, some 19% of the gas consumed in the U.S. came from abroad. By 2011, imports had dropped to 8% - the level of 1990. The spike of 2007 (see Figure 10) can be explained by the fact that consumers reduced consumption due to high prices, but the U.S. were forced to keep on importing natural gas volumes committed on long-term and rigid pipeline contracts.\(^{190}\)

\(^{190}\) EIA data
In terms of imports, the most important U.S. suppliers are Mexico and Canada, as shown in the Figure 11. The decline in U.S. imports has mostly affected these two countries, which deliver their gas through pipelines. The U.S. Energy Information administration claims that “rising shale gas production in the United States, especially in the Northeast, is the key among several factors affecting this trend”. As such, the shale gas boom is most likely to concern Canada: the Annual Energy Outlook by the U.S. Department of Energy forecasts that the drop in Canadian exports to the U.S. from 2011 to 2035 could be 62%.

Moreover, if we consider LNG volumes from the Middle East, such imports historically make up only for a tiny percentage of total U.S. natural gas consumption: it was 0.45% in 1990, entirely coming from Algeria, reaching a maximum of 0.95% in 2007. The following year supplies from Algeria
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were cut, and the ME dependence dropped again to 0.26% (also due to stagnating LNG demand because of the economic crisis).

Third: natural gas autarchy does not end the importance of imports

So far we have been dealing with the concept of “gross need from abroad”, intended as the total balance of exports and imports – that may present a surplus for the U.S. in the future. Yet, given that natural gas is difficult and expensive to transport also on land (pipelines and pressurized tanks are needed), it is still possible that – notwithstanding the presence of on-shore reserves – some coastal areas may still remain better and more conveniently served by LNG from abroad. Therefore, the concept of “gross need” differs from that of “imports”. If gas accounting signals a general situation of independence, it will not exclude the fact that some gas may still be imported to basins that are not connected to domestic reserves, or where LNG gas a cheaper solution compared to a pipeline connection to domestic reserves.

New technologies have also exerted an effect in the oil sector: together with a “shale gas revolution”, also a “new oil revolution” has taken place in North America. The most known evolution has been that of “tar sands” mostly located in the province of Alberta, in Canada; but also U.S. domestic production increased at a dramatic pace. As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, the International Energy Agency forecasted that by 2020 the U.S. will become the top oil producer in the world, even above Saudi Arabia\(^\text{193}\). The new technologies concern all the aspects of the extractive industrial chain, ranging from better simulation models for geophysics to detect basins, and drilling techniques that allow recovering more oil from certain formations.

The U.S. oil boom is a building component to reach that “energy independence” forecasted by IEA for 2035, and it seems that the U.S. oil sector has already started moving in such direction, as imports have already been decreasing: the U.S. imported 13.5 mbpd in 2007, and 10.6 in 2012; the rest was covered by domestic production. Yet, the decrease in imports mostly reflected lagging consumption: since the crisis, U.S. oil demand has been decreasing: from 20.7 mbpd in 2007, to 18.6 mbpd\(^\text{194}\).

The decrease in consumption is not exclusively a product of the economic downturn: in the last decade, upon economic stagnation or recession oil consumption decreased at a higher phase; and in recovery years the increase in U.S. oil consumption has been lower than the economic expansion, as shown in Figure 12.
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\(^{193}\) Reuters of November 12, 2012, U.S. to overtake Saudi as top oil producer: IEA

\(^{194}\) EIA data 2013
The decrease in oil consumption is also due to the impact of shale gas: although gas and oil are not perfect substitutes, a partial substitution is possible – for example in automotive traction or heating. If we compare the situation of oil with that of gas, we can see how a general decrease in oil consumption has been made up for by increased gas consumption; and in both the oil and gas sectors domestic reserves limited or even reduced the relevance of imports.

In the oil sector, the importance of domestic production had been evidenced by the pricing difference in the oil blend marketed in the U.S. (the WTI) and the European blend (Brent – also used to price part of the oil from the Middle East and Africa). Until 2008, WTI used to be (a little) more expensive than Brent.
the distribution of oil – including eventual transportation costs dividing the Eurasian platform and North America – generated the difference, as production in the U.S. soared.

In general terms, oil prices around the world are more likely to be similar than those of gas in different markets, since oil is more easy to transport and trade than gas; moreover, gas sale often relies on more complex and long term contract structures, that make prices more rigid and geographically different (depending how areas are served by infrastructures, that are bind to peculiar contracts). If also oil, a more “global” commodity, resents from regional price differences, this reinforces the case that also gas, a more “local” commodity, is far from relying on a globally integrated system. We may therefore infer that oil is a “global commodity with local differences”, whereas gas is a “local commodity with global connections”. We have reviewed how “local” U.S. shale gas exerts mediated effect on the international system. In comparison, the impact on the globe due to oil is more pervasive than that of gas, not least because the U.S. directly imports barrels from the Middle East and Africa.
Notwithstanding the growing oil imports in absolute terms from 1985 to 2005, in relative terms U.S. oil imports represented a decreasing percentage of U.S. total oil consumption, touching 24.5% of total imports in 1990, and an average of 18.8% in the period to 2012, with the lowest point at 14.4% in 2009 – despite a U.S. oil consumption that increased until the 2000s, as shown by Figure 16.
The additional need for oil was covered by domestic production and increased supply by neighboring countries such as Canada (from 1.033 mbpd in 1990, to 2.955 in 2012) and Mexico (from 755 mbpd in 1990, to a record 1.705 in 2006, decreasing to 1.031 in 2012)\textsuperscript{195}.

Such elements allow a reconsideration of the geopolitical dimension of the oil relationship between the U.S. and the Middle East. Michael E. Cohen on Foreign Policy recently recognized that all the discussion about a “U.S. decline” is mostly focused on the “relative power” of the country, concerning the presence of any “existential threat” or “foreign power” able to challenge the U.S. supremacy. Yet, Cohen believes, a more accurate measure of U.S. power should also consider domestic factors, including the competitiveness of its economic system\textsuperscript{196}. On this extent, it seems that the variable of shale gas and new oil extraction technologies entered U.S. and global politics at the most sensible moment possible. By providing precious help to the U.S. economy – granting available, controllable, job-creating and relatively cheaper energy resources – shale gas and new oil extraction may help solve exactly those problems Cohen refers to.

\textsuperscript{195} EIA data
\textsuperscript{196} Foreign Policy of February 21, 2012, Rotting from the Inside Out, at: http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2012/02/21/rotting_from_the_inside_out?page=full
Shale gas and the U.S. interest in the Middle East

Global prowess is the product of domestic power, which determines the reach of a country's international policy; and of domestic interest, that shapes it. The benefit of shale gas seems to have, at least, “limited the decay” of the U.S. (for those who believe in a scenario of U.S. decay – the author does not): reducing energy imports may help contain the national trade deficit, and creating jobs at home may reduce social spending and increase tax revenue. Yet, how does the U.S. international interest change in response to the presence of new domestic resources? If we are to believe in EIA’s forecast (that of an energy independent U.S. by 2030) what would be the new goal of the U.S. in a key resource producing region such as the Middle East? The U.S. investment in the region has been significant ever since the end of WWII, with renewed effort in the latest years.

In particular, the U.S. financial effort in the Middle East has been very large. In constant USD (2010), the “Foreign Assistance Act” between 1962 and 2010 committed to support Middle East and North African countries with an estimated 4,936.9 million USD, equal to almost one third of the current U.S. national debt197. If we consider only 2010, then, among the first top fifteen countries benefitting from U.S. Economic and Military assistance, seven are located in the “Greater Middle East” – plus Sudan and Ethiopia, which also play important roles in the political dynamics of the area. Yet, first and foremost, the Middle East already represents a “secondary source” for the U.S. oil imports, with a percentage normally below 20% of total imports (and a minor share of total U.S. consumption, at around 10%), as shown in Figure 15. Moreover, increases in demand have been satisfied through sources other than those located in the Persian Gulf, and an active “energy collaboration” between Canada, Mexico and the U.S. has been put in place. An eventual, additional increase in U.S. oil production would therefore not lead (or, at least, shall not lead) to an abrupt lack of interest of the U.S. in the Middle East. As evidenced by Figure 15, when the Reagan administration could enjoy the results of the new energy saving and non-OPEC resource production plans, most of the burden for the decrease in demand had to be suffered by a reduction of exports from Persian Gulf countries to the U.S.. This change anyhow did not lead to any sort of U.S. disinterest for the region, and even inspired the Soviet Union to ignite a war in Afghanistan against the mujahidin – and the U.S. covert reaction with the supply of weaponry through the Pakistani intelligence.

On some extent, the U.S. was well aware by that time that the 1986 boon was not due to last forever, and that sooner or later the U.S. would have started consuming resources again. Moreover, the reason for the presence in a resource-rich region derives from “imperial” logics of power: gaining access to resources is as much important as preventing adversaries from doing the same. In a context of fragmented supremacy, the idea that a resource-independent U.S. could allow free movement to new powers in the Middle East in unthinkable. Basically, also the Soviet Union acted in the same way in post-WWII history: although Russia was energy independent, it always sought access to the Gulf.

In terms of supply security, a Middle East with a “political order” is also a Middle East capable of providing a secure supply of resources to consumer states. There seems to be a relation between Mideast stability and low energy prices, and interestingly the biggest achievements in the pacification of the region have been reached during periods of low barrel prices. History shows that the Camp David Accord of 1978 and the Oslo Accords of 1993 have been reached in periods of oil price stagnation.

This is due to both the regional and international decrease in oil price rents, which seems to affect the building of nationalist and military sentiments. At a local level, higher energy prices fuel can exert a destabilizing influence due to the promotion of military agendas by dictatorships, by economic problem caused by ill-directed management of rents, and by the increase of opportunity costs for rebellion. It is possible that nationalist sentiment propelled by oil rents may generate trans-national conflicts, as happened for the Iran-Iraq war started in the early 1980s. At an international level, oil rents may finance the reach of regional and great powers on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, destabilizing the region. In particular, the ties proven between Iran, the Shiite crescent and the armed groups in Southern Lebanon and in Gaza demonstrate how the regime of Teheran, stabilized by oil rents, may be capable to influence the (dis)order in the region.

Lower oil prices, therefore, seem to act as “pacifiers” in the Mideast context. In particular, the 1986 price slump influenced the Soviet retreat from Afghanistan, and also the end of the Iran-Iraq conflict. The 1991 Iraqi led invasion of Kuwait was related to the dire status of Iraqi finances after the long conflict with Iran, and possibly proves and “exception” to this rule, but it cannot be denied that the dictatorial and aggressive path taken by Iraq’s dictator Saddam Hussein was due to years of oil rents boom. After 1986 for some fifteen years the influence of Arab countries was undeniably lower than before the price glut. Most notably, by the end of the 1990s Israel and many Islamic countries had managed to open diplomatic and commercial relationships, even with the opening of a commercial outpost in Oman. Most relations were severed in the 2000s.

On this extent, the effect of non-OPEC oil production passing the OPEC production had a devastating impact on the reach of the petroleum cartel. Is this again the case, with the influence of fracking and non-conventional oil? Some dynamics are similar. Oil production in the central U.S. states has increased so much (or is forecasted to increase), that some commenters gave the region the name of “Saudi America”. Analogously to 1986, OPEC by the end of 2012 had already started reducing production, be it for issues of demand or physical availability: “A Dow Jones Newswire survey in October 2012 revealed that OPEC production had actually fallen to 31.32 mbpd, and by January 2013 was down to 30.34mbpd. While the Energy Information Administration (EIA) expects production to rise in the coming year, it anticipates the level will remain below that reported in 2011 and well below the high of 2002.”

Similarly to 1986, such decrease in oil prices has not been intended by the U.S. as a means of containing disorder in the region: The most urgent reason pertained the need to increase domestic supply security. If anything, increasing the share of oil produced domestically increases the opportunity to militarily intervene in the Middle East, exactly for the reason that the U.S. would not need the oil whose flow would be interrupted by military operations. We may consider what happened in 1991 with operation Desert Storm: the intervention did not cause excessive or prolonged price increases, and did not hamper U.S. growth for the rest of the 1990s.

In terms of contemporary likeability of military operations in the Middle East, an impellent question is that of the Iranian nuclear agenda. Decreasing oil prices may help lower tensions. Differently than 1986, we shall not consider here just the mere element of oil price – that still is quite
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high compared to historical series – but the general impact of alternate energy resources, such as shale gas, bioethanol and renewable resources. On this extent, the quotation of oil barrel is still very low relatively to the general situation of the region. Notwithstanding civil wars in Libya and Syria, and uprisings involving important hydrocarbons producing countries such as Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and Iran, Brent prices never reached the level of July 2008 at above 140 USD, and by April 2013 prices had slipped below 100 USD. The long-planned agenda of energetic differentiation both limited rents for Iran, and prevented oil price from skyrocketing when rebellions exploded.

Additionally, the creation of alternatives to Iranian oil poses a direct threat to the Teheran regime, because it makes military options feasible. Moreover, the possibility of an interruption of flow from Iran would directly impact its usual oil purchasers – such as China, which is the buyer of some 22% of Iran’s oil. For this reason, as the UN started considering the new set of sanctions between 2008 and 2012, most portion of the negotiations involved convincing China to join the imposition.

For what concerns Russia, the movements of Moscow in the region also signal the possible success of the new U.S. strategy. As in the previous decades, also in the 2010s Russia has no direct interest in the oil of the Middle East, but still believes that retaining influence in the Middle East is a building element for its world power. Russia has taken a precise stance. Sectarian fights between different Islamic confessions (mostly Sunni and Shia) developed in the Middle East alongside the “Arab Revolts”, and Russia sidelined with the Shia population. The Sunni component of the Mideast World, as Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Egypt, and a large portion of the Maghreb, enjoys continuous support from the U.S. The Russian backing of Iran’s civil nuclear program (until recently), as well as weaponry supply to countries in the region of Shia leadership, belongs to a political pattern that connects Moscow, with Teheran, Syria, Southern Lebanon and Gaza, due to different intents. Among them, there is the goal of preserving a navy base on the Mediterranean, on the Syrian coast of Tartus; and the goal of influencing the Peace Process between Israel and Palestine.

Contemporary Russia in the Middle East is chasing a double-fold geopolitical goal that is quite reminiscent of Soviet Times, of “indirect” and a “direct” kind. The “indirect” kind concerns the possibility of affecting the political reach of competing powers. In this case, as gas is not a perfect substitute for gas, for Russia is still important to set limits to the freedom of operation of oil consuming countries. This directive is not aimed exclusively to the West, but is meant also to keep an eye on China (see also the last chapter of this part). Russia is actively supplying Beijing with resources, but containing the political freedom of China in territories of alternative supply allows Russia to enjoy a potential market advantage. Moreover, on a larger extent it is still possible that unexpected disruption in supplies from territories outside of the Middle East will make the region again more central in the global energy system – and in this sense Russia’s moves represent a “geopolitical investment” that may pay out in the years to come. Russia seems to have learned the lesson that the “pendulum” of energy supplies, following long-term economic and political fluctuations, may play at its advantage again – as the situation for Moscow looked grim in the late 1980s, and overly favorable in the 2000s.

As for “direct” goals, retaining control on the port of Tartus in Syria serves the purpose of being able to militarily patrol the Dardanelles Strait and the new frontier of carbon development between Cyprus and Israel. As for the first element, Tartus allows Russian vessels to deploy maintenance operations, refuel and replenish stocks without having to sail all the way back to the
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Black Sea – especially considering that the Dardanelles is a clogged waterway, with ships having to wait even days before their turn to transit. Not by chance, already in 1945 one of the declared intent of Stalin while negotiating the conditions to end the Iranian Crisis was to have the Dardanelles under Soviet control. Moreover, in recent times a set of new gas discoveries in the waters of Israel and Cyprus ignited Russia’s interest for the Mediterranean even further. Israeli waters may host enough gas to satisfy its domestic demand for fifty years – an amount corresponding to one-tenth of total Russia’s reserves (or 3,500 bcm of gas). The discoveries may exert a fundamental impact on the local geostrategic assets: Israel may grow independent from Egypt’s gas supplies, and may deliver gas to Jordan. A paper by the conservative “Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs” speculated that Israeli gas supplies may represent even a source of competition for Russia in the European and the Asian markets. From Eilat on the Red Sea a regasification terminal may allow Israel to export gas to the global markets – and such opportunity has been connected to the unprecedented decision by Iran to deploy naval exercises in the Red Sea. In particular, the paper claims that “an export structure operating directly from Eilat to markets in Asia would face a rising strategic problem: Iran’s increasing naval presence in the Red Sea. This will require Israel to establish and expand a Red Sea fleet as well as a significant expansion in the size and capability of its Mediterranean fleet.”

Also in contemporary times resource-rich Russia is therefore still trying to retain a presence in the Middle East. The task has become more complicated than the past, in particular because some Muslim territories are not part of a unified federal entity with Russia (as it was the case of the Soviet Union). Those territories were not only rich in resources per se, but represented also the connection point between Moscow and all the areas in the South. Russia had necessarily to switch from an outright “territorial” strategy, with the operations in Afghanistan and the presence of military personnel in the region, to a “western” strategy made out of, commercial goals, as well as political and financial support.

The presence of China also has implications for the strategic game. China imports some 55% of its oil from the Persian Gulf, and is investing its profits in the region – including a 1.5 billion USD to finance the construction of a shrine in Algeria. In the last years, China vetoed two resolutions against the Syrian leadership, and abstained at the vote for another one favoring the Libyan rebellion at the time of the civil war.

So far, China has been “free-riding” the military presence of the U.S. in the Middle East, but it still uncertain whether the presence of Beijing will act as an agent of stabilization. For certain we cannot expect China to exert the same influence as Russia did years ago- Russia was in no need of oil from the region, and was actually profiting from price hikes. If anything, Russia may still profit from destabilization, in order to counter the growing Chinese influence – especially due to the historical problems of coexistence on the Eurasian plateau. The relevance of the Middle East towards global order and the relationship of power between Russia, China and the US is still the central geopolitical question of the coming decades.

The future of the Middle East are now being determined by China, the U.S. and Russia.. The Arab revolts and the global economic uncertainties make the future of the region as unclear as ever before. The most urgent problem in the region – the Israeli-Palestinian peace process – currently enjoys very few chances of being revitalized. One element appears clear: the peace process will not be solved in Israel or Palestine, because the conflict is actually part of a larger confrontation that
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involves local and global powers. Pretending to solve the conflict in Jerusalem is the strategic
equivalent of solving the Berlin Wall tragedy as if it were a neighborhood quarrel.

The Berlin Wall fell because of events in Moscow, not Berlin. The Wall came down when the
Soviet Union became unable to continue on with its economic system, and the centrifugal forces of
political fragmentation became impossible to heal. In the Middle East today, energy interests loom
heavily over politics. It would be too much to claim that energy is the defining sole element
driving Middle East relations since 1945 — or even before — yet; energy relations represent a key
element. In this sense, any major event concerning regional politics included some aspect related to
energy.

Even the Arab-Israeli confrontations (1956, 1967 and 1973) implied important energy
aspects. Since the last conflict was fought, with high expenses in terms of human lives and military
equipment, no large scale confrontation took place. This has been due to a set of concurrent
developments, such as the change of political attitude since the 1967 Arab loss (and the failed 1973
conflict). Egypt played a key role: Fouad Ajami wrote — already in 1995 — that “Presumably victorious
in October 1973 in the war against Israel, [Anwar Sadat] was yet judged a lesser figure than his
predecessor [Gamal Abdel Nasser], who was defeated in 1967. But a certain measure of vindication
has come Sadat’s way: he had broken with Arab radicalism, and the years were to show that Arab
radicalism’s harvest had been ruin and bankruptcy. He had opted for peace with Israel; the
Palestinians and other Arabs, so many of them shouting treason and betrayal, had followed in his
footsteps. The crafty ruler, to his fingertips a wily man of the countryside with a peasant’s instinctive
shrewdness and wisdom, was able to see before it was evident to others that the Soviet Union was
no match for American power.”

We may consider also the additional element of Israel having reached full military scale
nuclear capability. The country’s nuclear program had been accelerated after the 1967 conflict.
Recent speculation claim that the Israeli government was ready to choose the “Samson Option” in
1973 in case the country drew closer to losing the conflict — as premier Golda Meir talked about a
“crazy idea” (sic) to counter Syrian and Egyptian attacks, even if military censorship still prevents
from gaining full knowledge on the matter.

If we consider these two political changes in the region — together with the general changed
asset of power — it appears clear how the idea of “Israeli-Arab” conflict simply switched from outright
military confrontation, to “diplomatic attrition warfare”, where the Palestinian issue is sacrificed to
the realist goal of political interest. The confrontation has moved from the battlefields to the media,
and has taken the shape of arms supplies to extremist factions in Gaza — and often in the West Bank
— prompting a conservative reaction from the Israeli establishment (that also reacted with strong
measures). The choice of deliberately empowering Hamas with means and finance to retain control
of a population cannot be explained with the mere goal of political affinity, but responds to a political
agenda that connects the radical Arab world, with Iran and Russia. The Israeli Wall, in the end, is not
that much different from the Berlin Wall.
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Shale gas and Europe’s supply security

As shown by the historical development of Russia-European energy relations, the “political” goal of gas exports by Moscow has progressively lost importance. This tendency has been due to limits in the strategy itself: the eventuality that a country may change its political course in response of Moscow’s energy supply policy never materialized. At best, the transformation of Eastern Europe energy systems from coal to oil & gas power indeed made such economies more dependent on Soviet Union supplies – but the switch from coal was part of a broader transformation of European countries also in the West, as a component of new industrialization.

Energy interdependence became a dual-edged sword as Soviet satellite states experienced reductions in oil and gas supplies during periods of economic uncertainty, when Moscow chose to increase shipments to Western hard-cash endowed customers. This element also leads to a consideration of the second main cause for the decay of the “political” strategy or Russian oil: the emergence of the “commercial” strategy. Not only had socialist states in Europe become dependent on Russian oil and gas; also Russia had become partially dependent on its exports to Europe.

If historical experience defines the set of values that determine the course of action in international relations, we are led to believe that “political” oil exports are not a goal for the Russians, as commercial aspects have been favored at last, leading also to a persisting dependence of Moscow’s finances on exports. Nevertheless, the fact that the “political” strategy did not work so far does not provide a definitive answer to whether the Russians might believe it could work in the future.

Possibly, an answer to the question can be provided by considering additional elements besides the dichotomy between “commercial” and “political” goals in the strategic moves of Russia. Any strategic move may offer opportunities for increasing both income and political advantage. More specifically:

- Russia is still largely dependent on energy commodities, and must secure adequate flows of exports in order to sustain the financial burdens of the state, including the military.
- In order to secure the commercial prospects of any Russian approach in the energy industry, “political” goals are part and parcel of any commercial strategy.

The latter point can be envisioned in various ways. In the most extreme version, Russia’s contemporary political identity cannot be separated from energy, therefore any commercial move is also a political move – and investing in a pipeline project, securing a transit and trade relation, has an intrinsic political value. In other words, if an investment outside Russia is beneficial to the energy sector, it is beneficial to Russia’s politics, as politics is energy.

Yet, the total identification of energy and politics is not the only possible one. Strategic moves in the area of energy trading, and those that aim at leveraging energy to achieve political goals, can be sometimes identified, are not mutually exclusive, and could also be ordered as “progressive steps” in a strategy of “imperialist” expansion (at least as a model), in which energy trade sustains power abroad, and power abroad sustains energy trade.

This claim has been often confirmed by facts: at a first stage, every Russian infrastructural project has a commercial foundation. Yet, this does not exclude the fact that the complex of Russian
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energy export infrastructures is capable of granting other kinds of advantages, that some commentators have defined as “political” ones.

Post-ideological foreign policies are adopted if they “deliver domestic advantages” on the logic of national interest, ad advantages are defined as those benefits that may favor the existing power structure. In the case of Russia, the centralized state structure of power benefits from additional and secure commodity rents and for a reduced risk in the trade. The goal of additional rents can be achieved through the development of new pipelines, and in this case there is a continuum with the large energy projects of the twentieth century. As for risk mitigation, the goal calls for a tactic of “territorial control and coordination” in order to enjoy a stronger leverage to manage the sector. This “risk mitigation tactic” is actually what many commenters interpret as the “politically motivated” energy goal of Russia.

Yet in contemporary Russia it is not “energy” serving “imperialist goals”, but “imperialist goals” serving “energy”, as the interest of the state is towards the security of energy trade. At the time of Soviet foreign policy, “territorial” goals in Eastern Europe had a military foundation, and also an economic one: imperialist-territorial integration was needed to develop a state-centered system. As the world economy shifted towards global capitalism, post-1999 Russia gave up pursuing an old territorial means of economic integration with other countries, as it would represent just an ideological luxury with reduced actual advantages. The sense of new Russian territorialism only concerns Russian freedom to transport energy in the quantity and the price it wants.

This is not to imply that Russia’s control on the industry will be attainable only if Moscow achieves to complete its energy transportation network the way it has planned, with the capacities it wants, in order to finally be able to impose its political will on Europe also in sectors beyond energy. Such eventuality is just a “final stage” whose likeability is minimal, and surely does not drive Russia's foreign policy. It is much more probable for Russia to be able to politically influence Europe if the country succeeds in strengthening economically through energy – and not if it attempts to “selectively choke” single countries if they do not obey informal political orders.

To this extent, it seemed that Russia in the early 2000s had good chances of achieving some degree of monopoly on gas deliveries to continental Europe, as:

- Forecasts suggested that local resources in Europe were set to decline, and some estimates calculated that Norway and the North Sea had reached peak production around 2001208
- Before the financial crisis of 2008, forecasts concerning European demand were very optimistic – ranging from 500 to 600 mtoe in 2015 in the EU-27
- Russia was well on its way toward fostering an agenda of prevention of the development of a wide set of “alternative routes” that could allow Caspian countries to export energy resources bypassing Russian territory. Additionally, some major extraction and transportation infrastructure in the region saw the involvement of Russian companies – as a means by Central Asian republics to solve diplomatic issues with the Kremlin
- Russian supplies to Europe were bundled to long-term and fixed-priced contracts, that could allow Russian companies a certain stability in terms of oil rents, and would prevent excessive losses in case of reduction in consumption (due to the so-called “take or pay” provisions)
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All that Russia had to do in order to exploit such an advantage was to further develop some major pipeline projects to Europe (most notably, Nord Stream and South Stream), to prevent the installation of some important pipelines outside of the Russian territory (like Nabucco), and try to secure some degree of coordination with key transit territories.

The advantages enjoyed by Russia were mostly of the “territorial” kind, and Western reactions were understandably of the same kind. Fearing the risk of Russia enjoying a de-facto monopoly in the gas market, an accurate tactic of political cooptation of former Soviet territories and satellite states was promoted by the West. The approach was mostly deployed through the enlargement of NATO to the East and the Western support to the so-called “Colour Revolutions” in Ukraine and Georgia. Although the reason for the political upheavals of the period can be traced back to various political factors, considerations about pipelines tracks was also among the main motivation for the Western interest in political change.

On a more strict policy side, the EU priority was also to limit the reach of Russia's Gazprom on the downstream distribution network of Europe. In particular, the liberalization of energy markets in Europe (and specifically the “Second Gas Directive” of the Commission of 2003, 2003/55/EC), provided an opportunity for Gazprom to expand its reach on domestic networks, through a system of controlled companies operating in gas trading and marketing, raising also some concerns in terms of antitrust. This decision to enter end-user gas markets has been meant to seize also the price margin relative to domestic networks. In September 2012, the European Commission initiated an antitrust investigation against Gazprom.

Another concern by the EU was represented by the recurring “energy crises” between Russia and its transit countries, and in particular Ukraine. The former Soviet Union country in the 2000s transported some 100 bcm of gas per year to Western Europe. In three different occasions (2005-6, 2007-8 and 2008-9), disagreements with Russia and outright supply problems led to discontinued service for final customers. The episodes made clear how Ukraine represented a technical and political “bottleneck” for gas deliveries to Europe, and presented EU policymakers with two main options. The first one was to foster the development of alternate pipeline routes and circumvent Ukraine, and the second was to accept a “restructuring” of Ukraine pipelines, in exchange of concessions to Russia.

Both solutions offered advantages and disadvantages. The idea of different delivery systems would have provided the most immediate technical solution to the bottleneck problem, and included the development of the “Nord Stream” pipeline (with a capacity of 30 bcm per year) and a “South Stream” in the southern corridor (with a capacity of up to 63 bcm per year). Nevertheless, a complete plan of the sort would have provided Russia with the material opportunity to exert a broader control on the gas market – together with the growing presence in the retail sector. In the most pessimistic vision, Russia would have enjoyed the chance to selectively switch on and off gas flow to countries, depending on political preferences.

The second solution that of “Ukrainian upgrade”, would have come at the cost of some sort of political exchange. Specifically, the independence of Ukrainian politics did not provide Russia with the necessary guarantees to engage in closer commercial relations with the country. A possible
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comparison could have been with the situation of Belarus, where the local dictatorship (as ranked by the “Polity IV” index, with a score of -7 since the late 1990s – with -10 being the worst possible score) offers Russia all the necessary guarantees for a cooperation, and no service interruptions have been reported. Belarus transports about a half of Russian oil flowing to Europe, and one quarter of the gas.

The West believed that the cost of a transition of Ukraine towards a Belarus model was not justified by the advantages in terms of the technical solution of the upgrade. As a matter of fact, the upgrade of the Ukrainian pipelines had an estimated cost of 6.5 billion USD, whereas South Stream’s investment is around 36.5 billion USD. The Western interest in the “Orange Revolution” was partially justified by the idea that political independence of Ukraine had to prevail, leading in the end to the success of a pro-independence candidate at the elections (Viktor Yushchenko) and a substantial stalemate in any further development either in Ukraine or in the Southern Corridor.

Faced with such situation, European policies at the time concentrated on three main directions: an alternative project to South Stream, called “Nabucco”; the installation of new LNG terminals on the European coasts, and the creation of “reverse flow” pipelines.

The original version of Nabucco envisaged a connection between the Turkish gas terminal of Erzurum, to Austria, feeding gas from Azerbaijan and Iran. The geopolitical uncertainties of the initiative were clear from the beginning, with the challenges of having Azerbaijan preferring a European initiative on a “Russian” one (as South Stream, also partially dependent on Azeri reserves) – not to mention the idea of getting gas from the Iranians. For this reasons, together with uncertainties about the budget (growing from an initial figure of 7 billion euro, to some 12-15 billion) led its abandonment. Former Clinton’s envoy in the Caucasus, Richard Morningstar, was appointed under Obama as “Special Envoy of the United States Secretary of State for Eurasian Energy”, and spent numerous efforts at monitoring the South Stream-Nabucco competition – favoring the latter.

In terms of LNG, as of 2006 there were 12 plants under construction in Europe, and 39 additional proposed projects, for a total capacity of existing and under construction project of staggering 147 bcm per year\(^\text{211}\); by the end of the decade, the European capacity to convert LNG into gas had reached 179 bcm\(^\text{212}\) – compared to a total EU-27 demand of 490-500 bcm\(^\text{213}\). The presence of new terminals allowed to differentiate from traditional suppliers, and was completed by upgrades
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and installation of new pipelines from North Africa to Europe, including the capacity increase of the “Trans-Mediterranean Pipeline”, and the construction of the “Greenstream Pipeline” from Libya in 2004. Additionally, other projects were developed to service the Southern Corridor, such as the “turkey-Greece-Italy” pipeline and the “Trans-Adriatic-Pipeline”, all requiring an upgrade in Turkish infrastructure, and avoiding direct transit on the Russian territory.

Another action by the EU concerned the development of gas interconnections to curb any possible Russian effort to selectively switch off supply pipelines to the continent, and also to create delivery alternative in case any regular supply point – as an LNG terminal – may falter. The European Commission created also a “High level Group” to monitor projects of energy integration (including electricity), with a deep involvement of countries from Eastern Europe. In total, the “action plan” produced by the group in 2011 included 43 priority initiatives in the area of gas. Not by chance, the list did not include initiatives such as “Nord Stream” or “South Stream”, although the latter has a European section trailing through Bulgaria, Serbia, Hungary and Slovenia.

![Figure 18 - Map outlining priority gas infrastructural projects in Europe as by the Action Plan for North-South Energy Interconnections by the “High Level Group” of the European Commission](image)

It seemed therefore that the strategic game in terms of gas interconnections up to 2011 was has been broadly similar to the strategic asset of previous transatlantic diplomatic stalemates. In the
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same way of the development of the “Druzhba” oil pipeline in the 1960s and the Urengoy gas pipeline in the 1980s, also Nord- and South Stream included an involvement of Germany and Italy, and has been feared by the U.S. as an attempt to make Europe overly dependent on Russian commodities.

Yet, again a new factor intervened in changing the context of the energy game, represented by a new oversupply of gas worldwide. The new availability of shale gas and oil in North America played some role in it, although the effect was indirect: the U.S. is not exporting (yet) LNG to the world, but it purchased less gas than expected worldwide. The availability of shale gas in the United States is exerting significant impacts not only on the situation of energy availability of North America, but also on the global context. As mentioned, the “Energy Information Administration” (“EIA”) recently forecasted that the U.S. may start exporting some quantities of gas per ship lane (“Liquified Natural Gas”, or “LNG”) as early as 2016. Even more notably, forecasts show that by 2021 the U.S. may even become net natural gas exporters, producing 720 bcm, and consuming almost the same quantity.

The U.S. energy system also diverted from coal to a broader use of gas: coal made up some 50% of the U.S. energy mix in 2005, and it is now at 30%215, with a significant increase of European imports of coal from North America. In general, the global natural gas reference price (termed “Henry Hub”) reached an average of 12.69 USD/BTU in June 2008, and bottomed at 1.95 USD/BTU in April 2012216. Furthermore, there are prospects of possible U.S. exports of LNG to Europe to a conversion of Atlantic LNG regasification into liquefaction terminals.

The most urgent problem for Russia concerns Europe itself, and most notably:

- Contrarily to expectations, the decline in the gas basins in the North Sea was less dramatic than expected – in particular, Norway’s output has not declined, and even doubled up from 54 bcm/year in 2001, to above 106 bcm in 2010217 – decreasing later on due to demand issues. The magnitude of the Norway increase alone was comparable to the new capacity that could be added by the South Stream pipeline
- The development in LNG technology and the installation of new European terminals made available additional quantities of gas from previously unconnected regions. Most notably, the traditional separation of the LNG world into an “Atlantic” and a “Pacific” basin is vanishing, and countries such as Bahrain and Qatar can offer now significant volumes of gas – competing with the Russian routes218
- The economic crisis, together with the impact of coal based production and renewable sources reduced natural gas demand in Europe. The EU-27 was consuming around 400 bcm/year of natural gas per year, and demand increased to almost 500 bcm in 2005. In 2011, demand had plummeted to 440 bcm219. Gas transit through Ukraine in 2012 decreased by almost 20 bcm, or 20% compared to 2011, at 84 bcm per year220.
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Still in 2008, forecasts concerning Russia’s energy future were very favorable – an assessment by IFRI declared that “Russia is today pursuing its development using energy resources, particularly natural gas, notably on European and Asian markets, and possibly North American ones”\textsuperscript{221}. The pivotal changes in the energy sector led to a complete rethinking of Russian and European strategies.

The situation made clear once again how it is not just Europe being dependent on Russian gas, but also Russia being dependent on Europe\textsuperscript{222}. In 2010, oil revenues represented a half of the federal budget revenue and about one quarter of the GDP of Russia – and for the same reason the price fall of 2009 led to a GDP crunch of 9\%\textsuperscript{223}. The market became uncertain for Russia, and somehow EU policies – completed by radical global changes in the sector – seemed to work favorably for Europe. Such circumstances led to the decision to focus on the upgrade of Ukrainian pipelines as a means to secure gas supply also in periods of high consumption. Ukraine launched a first project stage to refurbish the Urengoy pipeline in July 2011, with a cost of some 400 million euro\textsuperscript{224}. This outcome was determined also by a new agreement cut in 2010 by Russia and Ukraine, including gas discounts to Ukraine and the possibility for Russia to use the Ukrainian naval base of Sevastopol for up to 30 more years\textsuperscript{225}.

The “commercial retreat” of Russia outlined here does not mean that Russia’s energy power is at the end. There are certainly significant issues characterizing the structure of the system and the political framework: Russia must face a harsh round of contractual renegotiations and is having a hard time at developing energy infrastructures. Yet, Russia has been able to survive deeper crises than the current one. The West should not commit the mistake to consider the favorable energy situation as a “permanent condition”, because this would expose Europe’s energy to much deeper problem if general dynamics change. Moreover, compared to the situation of the previous Russian energy downturn in 1986, this time Russian energy has the chance of finding more buyers. In the early 1990s, the lack of real alternative consumption market to the West allowed for more than a decade of low energy prices. This time the demand of the BRICs – given they are able to keep up with solid growth patterns – will drive up global demand and prices at a much higher pace than before.

\textsuperscript{221} Locatelli, Catherine (2008), EU Gas Liberalization as a Driver of Gazprom’s Strategies?, IFRI Russia/NIS Center, Russie.Nei.Visions n. 26
\textsuperscript{222} See Paillard, Christophe-Alexandre (2010), Rethinking Russia : Russia and Europe’s Mutual Energy Dependence, Columbia SIPA Journal of International Affairs, Vol. 63, No. 2, Spring/Summer 2010
\textsuperscript{223} Financial Times of June 15, 2011, Unable to shake off energy dependence
\textsuperscript{224} The Jamestown Foundation of July 27, 2011, Ukraine Starts Upgrading Gas Pipelines, Hoping for EU Assistance
\textsuperscript{225} Diploweb.com of May 23, 2010, Russia’s Black Sea fleet in Sevastopol beyond 2017
Chinese demand and the risk to European supply security

In 1997 China and Kazakhstan reached an agreement for the construction of an oil pipeline and for general cooperation in the field of energy. The pipeline was started on September 28, 2004, and by July 11, 2009, 2,228 km of it had been completed, all the way to the “Dzungarian Gate” in the Alataw Pass, at the border between Kazakhstan and the Chinese autonomous region of Xinjiang, with a capacity of some 0.4 million barrels per day. Today this quantity accounted for a mere 4.3% of total Chinese oil consumption, yet the diplomatic value of the infrastructure also needs to be considered: it can be enlarged and extended. China knows that the creation of an energy network requires a progressive approach and investments, in order to fulfill prospective demand – still in 1992, the country was actually a net oil exporter, and currently is importing almost 60% of its oil.

Additionally, through Alataw there is another infrastructure transiting: a gas pipeline originating from Turkmenistan, a 1,833 km long, that started operations in December 2009 and is bundled with a supply agreement for 40 bcm per year for three decades. Currently China does not have a significant gas production deficit, and the prospect of shale gas may also bolster domestic production, but the ambition of the investment seems justified by the prospective increase of the demand and with the goal to operate a partial substitution of coal-powered plants with gas-fired ones. The EIA in its Energy Outlook of 2009 estimated that by 2030 one-third of China’s gas consumption will depend on imports, and total consumption will be above 300 million cubic meters per year. The strategic importance of this pipeline, named “Central Asia-China” pipeline, has been evidenced by a new agreement signed with Kazakhstan in June 2010, to connect it with Kazakh gas to be supplied to China.
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No section of the pipeline between Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan will touch Russian territory. Yet as the experience of Azerbaijan in the early 1990s shows, Central Asian countries are not choosing a side: they have not turned their back on either China or Russia. They are trying to use energy to create a political web and sit at its center. Most notably, Russia also exports oil to China using the Kazakh pipeline. As in the West Moscow depends on Ukraine to export energy, in the East it must coordinate with Kazakhstan. On his side, Turkmenistan in 1997 even inaugurated a small pipeline to Iran, the 200-km long “Korpeje-Kordkuy” pipeline, with a capacity of 8 bcm per year.

The Chinese challenges for the sourcing of gas from Central Asia do not concern just the general structure of international politics. On the Chinese side of the Alataw pass, Beijing must face impending issues regarding the domestic territory. Geographic destinies decided that the first province in Chinese territory to host the pipelines as they enter the national territory is “Xinjiang”, an autonomous area, with language, culture and religion differing from the rest of the country. The dominant ethnicity in China is the “Hans”, and in Xinjiang the majority is “Uighur” of Islamic belief. The area itself is rich in hydrocarbons, producing more than half a million barrels per day of oil; and the natural gas that is produced here satisfies one-third of the Chinese demand. Moreover, from the Xinjiang city of Lunnan departs a gas pipeline with a total length of 4,000 km, transporting 17 bcm of gas per year to the Yangtze delta, on the Pacific coast – the most industrialized area of China.

The supply security strategy is therefore reminiscent of the old Soviet strategy: binding the two sides of the territory, from the East to the West, through a network of economic interests and military power. The general economic blueprint had to face cultural differences, and the idea that local resources had to serve the economic development of the Eastern coast. One of the reasons for tensions is represented by internal immigration: in 1950 the Hans were representing a mere 6% of
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the population, whereas now they reached 40% and they represent the absolute majority in the
wealthy urban and industrial areas. In 2001 the U.S. in Afghanistan found out that some Uighurs
were present in terrorist camps to plan attacks to Beijing. In 2006, during a “Consultative Political
Popular Congress” representatives from the province asked for reforms concerning the distribution
of extractive rents. In order to contain protests, Beijing opted for a “social engineering” plan to curb
possible sources of dissent. Together with facilitating Han immigration to Xinjiang, the central
government also pushed for the emigration of local Uighurs to the Yangtze Delta region – with the
intent to facilitate local Xinjiang development through savings wired from the Yangtze, without
interfering with the Han leadership. This approach could not prevent the outbreak of violence in July
2009, curbed with extensive use of military force.

One of the main questions concerning China is whether the growing relationship with Russia
and Central Asia might impact the European supply security. Russia has been able to rebuild some
sort of preferential relationship with the new Stans, and in particular with Turkmenistan. Until 2004,
Russia could rely on Turkmenistan gas to feed its own and Ukraine’s network, at a price of 44 USD
per thousands of cubic meters – compared to the 130 paid by Europe at the time. In July 2008, two
years after the death of the historical leader Saparmurat Niyazov, Gazprom was able to sign two
important agreements with Turkmenistan in the energy sector. The first one regards the system to
calculate gas price for the next twenty years, closer to the international benchmark. The second one
concerns the financing and building of infrastructure for gas exploration and transportation in
Turkmenistan for 6 billion USD.

The Russian motivation to look for new export routes to China has been stimulated by the
crisis between 2008 and 2009. As European gas consumption stagnated, Russia had to face
ever-ending economic risks, with a decrease in exports that in some months was 50% less in
comparison to 2007. The largest part of the capitalization of Moscow Stock Exchange depends on the
energy industry, and the crash of the market has been much harsher than that of the capital markets
of the West. China could have been an opportunity for Moscow also before the crisis, but Moscow
needed time to be sure that the Chinese market was growing – as when negotiations were concluded
China had just a small supply deficit. Between 1990 and 2007, China’s gas consumption increased
fivefold.

Yet, we cannot disregard the fact that China and Russia always had problems of coexistence
on the Eurasian platform, leading in the past to a major conflict in 1929, a border clash in 1969, and a
general political confrontation for most of the XX Century. In 2001 China and Russia signed a
“Friendship Treaty” that opened the possibility also for military collaboration; and in 2005 the two
countries took part to a joint military drill termed “Peace Mission 2005” – although it was not clear
how a peace mission could ever include mock amphibian assaults, submarine attacks and the
involvement of Russian long range bombers.

Such initiatives were completed also by the consequences of the economic crisis – when
Beijing intervened to help Russia to face the problem of diminishing energy rents: in February 2009,
the two countries closed a twenty-year long deal, where China will finance the Russian energy
industry for 25 billion USD, in exchange for the supply of 300,000 bbd of oil; considering interests on
debt, China will pay 20 USD per barrel, covering 4% of national demand at the level of 2010. A few
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months later a second large deal was closed for 100 billion USD, covering also the areas of nuclear energy, together with oil, gas and pipelines.

At the time of the agreements, most of the Russian exports to China were still being made on railway, ready to be interrupted as any political issue surfaced. In November 2005, the then Chinese premier Wen Jiabao and his Russian counterpart Mikhail Fradkov signed a joint press release announcing the beginning of negotiations for the building of an oil pipeline from Siberia to the Chinese markets, the “East Siberia – Pacific Ocean” (“ESPO”) pipeline. At the first stage of completion (reached in December 2009) oil was shipped to the city of Skovordino, in Russia, and from there it used railroads until the completion of a second stage in December 2012.

Evaluating the impact on Europe, some key-points shall be considered. First, we shall accept that a Russian “economic diversification” is not a short-term solution, and not even a medium-term one: it might take years to be realized. If the economy is overly dependent on energy commodities, in order to make it more stable it is easy to diversify energy export markets, than the economy as a whole. We can compare the decision of Russia to develop the ESPO pipeline from final investment decision to completion (less than four years) to an overarching plan of economic diversification. This is not to say that economic diversification is not necessary, but just that diversifying markets may also help Russia to better plan investment decisions, reducing financial risk.

The diversification of supply market might anyhow reinforce the Russian leverage on Europe, as the possibility to selectively restrict supply to European markets, as Moscow might rely on the alternate Eastern source of revenue if it needs to shut an export route in Europe. Nevertheless, the situation is not as easy as it may seem. First, Russia has no geopolitical interest in expanding the energy relationship with China to the size of Europe, due to problem of cohabitation. In particular, the Eastern border of Russia – that also hosts important production centers – resents from deep demographic problems, with Chinese males relocating to Russian territory, as the effect of “one-child policy” has led to sex imbalance – compared to population decay in Russia. If Russian resources become overly important for China, demographic pressure might lead to conflict. Second, an action of “selective shut-off” of European pipelines might be countered by reverse-flow pipelines (for example: from Germany to Poland) making such actions less effective – and also LNG shall be accounted for.

Possibly, Russia sees the Chinese opportunity as a mere business opportunity, and the “political idea” of the energy connection is just secondary. This idea does not concern the “imposition of political will” based on the control of the supply tool, but focuses more directly on the control of the energy market. If Russia manages to deploy its full-blown energy strategy, it might influence gas process through the control of gas storage in Europe (see below) and leading a Central-Asian block of gas producers, capable of influencing gas prices. Yet, when this plan was prepared, the shale gas boom was still at its first stage – but U.S. shale gas will not last forever.

Yet, there is still a new shale frontier to be explored: China itself. Estimates by the EIA claim that the Asian country hosts twice as much shale reserves as the U.S.\textsuperscript{236}: it is enough (and more than enough) to make “traditional” gas from Russia not necessary to China for many years to come – unless Moscow is ready to offer low prices and no political claims.

Chinese energy and its potential are parts of the broader discussion about the approach of China in global politics. A recent publication by David Shambaugh claims that “The elements of
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China’s global power are actually surprisingly weak and very uneven. China is not as important, and it is certainly not as influential, as conventional wisdom holds\(^{237}\); and that “some observers have already triumphantly proclaimed that China will ‘rule the world’”. This perspective is profoundly overstated and incorrect […] China has a very long way to go before it becomes – if it ever becomes – a true global power. And it will never ‘rule the world’\(^{238}\). Also Avery Goldstein, professor of Global Politics at Pennsylvania University, claims that “China is way less powerful than what many people believe, alarmed by its ascent – although it is more powerful than what it has been for centuries\(^{239}\).”

Such considerations of China as “unwilling global power” are particularly important when assessing China’s international energy policy. Shambaugh adds in his book that “China’s energy-driven diplomacy in the Middle East, Africa and Latin America began to produce further strains in Chinese diplomacy\(^{240}\). This means that an expansion on the “energy directive” of China’s international approach may be halted by the lack of a real concept to bind foreign countries.

In general terms, the limits of China’s global energy policy may be clustered as “positive” and “negative”. The “positive” limits are represented by the fact that China does not seek to deliberately introduce an imperialist concept bundled to its energy diplomacy – or at least does not seem to. Although it could be claimed that the lack of a deliberate ideology is an ideology itself, it seems that China’s approach lacks the traditional, multidimensional approaches of Russia and the U.S. Possibly, claiming that China lacks a real international policy might be the result of misperception by Westerns analysts. As the Asian power prefers mere commercial relations to full-blown political coordination, and does not seek to introduce particular political values – like democracy and free-market – Western analysts tend to interpret it as either a “preliminary phase of an ideology in formation\(^{241}\)”, or as a lack of ideology. Nevertheless, we cannot forget that China’s tradition do not include democracy, and it is understandable that the same political concept is absent from its international policy. The subtle policy of “international commercial presence” is as much influential as a deliberate policy of imperialist political expansion.

The “negative” limit is also the limit that might affect the “positive” side of China’s international policy. Foreign countries may seek other advantages than that of having a growing energy commodities buyer such as China. Commercial presence is – in the end – also political presence – especially in the case of the state-owned Chinese companies. This is due to the fact that the flow of foreign rents may alter the domestic situation of supplying countries, even on the social side. Believing that commercial relations can be expanded at unlimited extent without any responsibility in terms of social development is senseless – for example, some of the recent revolts in the Arab world had been influenced by the inflow of Chinese rents, that generated effects such as inflation or income polarization; moreover, the social benefit of some large public projects (especially in Algeria) has been limited by the fact that large portions of the low-skilled workforce profiting from them was coming from China.

Yet, these limits may be “normal” for a country that developed an interest in expanding its international presence only in recent times. An answer to the question of the rising Chinese interest in the energy sector will not come soon, especially if we consider what happened in the energy sector.

\(^{237}\) Shambaugh, David (2013), China goes global: the partial power, Oxford University Press, p. X
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sector during the Cold War. It took almost fifty years to find a situation of “temporary supremacy” of the U.S. over Russia – and the two countries were “mature imperialist powers” since the start of their confrontation. Moreover, the temporary U.S. supremacy of the 1990s has been affected by a Russian resurgence, then again counterbalanced by a return of the U.S. on the side of energy commodity production. China is no mature imperialist power – or at least this seems to be the only consensus among scholars – and it is expectable that it will take years before a real personality in the energy sector is developed, from the current mosaic of fragmented and extemporary initiatives.
Conclusions

The strategic dynamics of inter-bloc energy relations from 1945 to 1991 should not be conceived as an exclusively “offensive” Soviet Union and an exclusively “defensive” United States. In the Middle East, for example, the aspect that mostly concerned Western strategy was the possibility that Moscow targeted Middle-Eastern oil rich areas to disrupt the resource flow to Europe, be it in the immediate years after WWII, or in the economically fragile 1970s, and even later. Jeopardizing oil routes had a huge potential for economic damage to Europe, larger than the one related to possible Soviet military initiatives in the Maghreb and around the Persian Gulf.

Table 3 - Outline of the political/commercial energy strategies and the offensive/defensive approach of the U.S. and the Soviet Union.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy endowment and strategic situation</th>
<th>Soviet Union</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy Political strategy</td>
<td>Territorial offensive strategy: leveraging oil exports to create political bundles with aligned and independent countries</td>
<td>Territorial defensive strategy: providing energy assistance (sourced mostly from the ME) and promotion of diplomatic actions to limit Soviet Union’s reach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Commercial Strategy</td>
<td>Market offensive strategy: favoring exports to the West to increase hard-currency revenue</td>
<td>Market defensive strategy: limiting Soviet Union’s revenue and reducing the West’s energy bill</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Yet for most part of the Cold War, the Soviet Union indeed had an “offensive” stance, at least until the pivotal market changes of the 1980s (see Table 4). Especially between 1945 and 1973, oil was seen by the Soviet Union as a “means” to exert political influence, by supplying barrels to allied countries and cutting shipments to “problematic” soviet regimes (Albania, Yugoslavia, China). Nevertheless, partially since the 1956 Suez crisis, and with increasing confidence after 1973, oil became for the Soviet Union a mere “goal” in terms of its capability to increase hard-currency revenue. Suez represented an opportunity for the Soviets to escalate their sales to the capitalist world, since some Western European countries sought alternatives to Mideast oil and the Suez bottleneck. In the following years, Moscow promoted the development of export infrastructures that connected the resource-rich areas of Soviet Union, from the Caspian to Siberia, to the consuming markets. The hard currency earnings related to Soviet oil and gas exports became increasingly important to sustain Moscow’s finances, and reached record levels in the years after the Islamic Revolution of 1979. Such strategy was enhanced by the Soviet plan to differentiate hydrocarbon exports with a broader focus on gas, in the late 1970s.

Also the two main pipeline initiatives, “Druzhba” and “Urengoi”, represent different moments in the Soviet attitude towards energy resources exports. In the former case, the infrastructure was directed to Socialist allies, and had a “political” aim, in order to make customer countries dependent on Moscow supplies – possibilities of interconnections with the West were excluded at the beginning. In the latter case, the “Urengoi” pipeline had the main goal of reaching the Western market and contribute to hard-currency earnings (“oil as goal”). Also the strategic
dimensions of gas export differ from those of oil, as the creation of a gas pipeline calls for a direct
dependence between supplier and buyer (differently than oil, gas cannot be “rerouted” in case of
any problems).

The “political” and the “commercial” aspects of the Soviet oil & gas strategy were not
mutually exclusive, but were contemporarily present in the political agenda of Moscow, with a
stronger presence of one element above the other depending on the historical period. The two
Soviet strategic directives were interrelated. For example:

- A positive development of the “commercial” dimension could exert negative effects on the
  “political” dimension. To fulfill political needs, the Soviet Union offered advantageous oil supply
contracts to its allies (“political” strategy), thus reducing present or future opportunities to cash
hard-currency revenue (negative impact on the “commercial” strategy)
- Aiming at the “commercial” dimension could also exert negative effects on the “political”
dimension. The need to maintain or increase hard-currency revenue (positive “commercial”) led
Soviet Union on some occasions to ask its satellite states to look for “alternative suppliers”,
contributing to the outbreak of economic problems, i.e. reducing the dependence of some
socialist allies from the Soviet Union (negative impact on the “political” dimension)
- In some cases, the correlation was “positive”, as “political” objectives could benefit the
  “commercial” dimension, and vice-versa. For example, an increased Soviet political reach in the
Mideast region (positive “political”) could destabilize the Western oil market, increasing the
barrel price and fostering hard-currency revenue (positive “commercial”)
- Conversely, increased hard-currency revenue due to an expansion in the exports (positive
  “commercial”) could increase the financial resources at disposal of the Soviet Union to sustain its
Mideast allies (positive “political”)
- In other cases, the correlation has been “negative”, as negative developments in the “political”
dimension could be detrimental to “commercial” aspect, and vice-versa. For example, a
diminished Soviet presence in the Mideast region (negative “political”) could contribute to the
stabilization of the oil market, lowering the barrel price and adversely impacting Soviet hard
currency earnings (negative “commercial”).
- Conversely, decreased hard-currency revenue due to a contraction in the exports (negative
  “commercial”) could decrease the financial resources at disposal of the Soviets to sustain its
Mideast allies (negative “political”). See Table 4 for a rationalization of the possible strategic
situations.

The American approach largely differed from the Soviet one, as Washington mostly adapted
its strategies to counter the Soviet moves along the decades, with a turning point represented by the
economic crises of the 1970s. The U.S. oil strategy from 1945 to the mid-1970s mainly focused on
securing a certain degree of political reach on Mideast producing regions supplying Europe and the
West (including the Shah’s Iran oil shipments to Israel), countering the Soviet approach mostly on the
“political” territorial dimension of the Moscow’s strategy. There was also some U.S. diplomatic focus
on the limitation of Soviet oil exports to Western Europe (countering the “oil as goal” dimension), for
a relatively limited period of time (the Druzhba crisis of 1958-1962), until some form of compromise
between European purchasers and Washington was reached.

After the loss of Iran in the Mideast region in 1979, the attention of Washington
progressively switched from the “territorial” to the “market” dimension of oil. President Jimmy
Carter’s and later Ronald Reagan’s oil extraction and trading liberalization policies were mostly due to domestic factors (as we will review later), yet they also had a negative impact on the Soviet hard-currency earnings, contributing to the financial collapse of the Union in the late 1980s.

This is not to say that an oil crisis caused the implosion of the Soviet Union, but rather that the implosion was generated by a confluence of events, general economic problems and coupled with a declining oil market. The 1986 slump in oil and gas related hard-currency revenue materialized in a time when the oil industry was already experiencing technical difficulties, due to general economic mismanagement. The diminished income flow, in turn, hastened the economic problems and reduced the room for maneuver to correct negative tendencies, both in the industry and the country in general. Without the 1986 oil price crash, the Soviet oil industry would have been better in shape at the end of the decade, but it is likely that the Soviet Union would have collapsed in any case, although maybe a few time later.

**Table 4 - “Offensive” and “Defensive” actions of the Soviet Union and the U.S. along the dimensions of “Energy Political” and “Energy Commercial” strategies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Soviet Union</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Energy Political Strategy</strong></td>
<td><strong>Offensive</strong>: tying up satellite states and socialist countries through oil dependence</td>
<td><strong>Offensive</strong>: securing stability and alignment to the West of Mideast countries and non-aligned producing states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Defensive</strong>: countering U.S. influence in the Middle East</td>
<td><strong>Defensive</strong>: countering the exports-leveraged political influence of Soviet oil exports worldwide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Energy Commercial Strategy</strong></td>
<td><strong>Offensive</strong>: increase hard-currency revenue through oil and gas exports to the West</td>
<td><strong>Offensive</strong>: (since the 1980s) expanding production base to limit commodity price variability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Defensive</strong>: (since the 1980s) countering declining oil prices through gas substitution, to increase hard currency revenue base</td>
<td><strong>Defensive</strong>: limiting commodity export related hard currency revenue opportunities for the Soviet Union</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the collapse of the Soviet Union, the strategies of the two blocks became more similar. The U.S. had the chance to exert a broader “territorial control” on the key areas of the Middle East, intervening when it had the chance to. Russia became more sensible in terms of the market aspects of its trade, abandoning the “simple” strategy of facilitating Mideast crises to free-ride OPEC cuts, to favor a multidimensional approach including industrial, political and commercial aspects.

Surprisingly for some, notwithstanding the dire situation of the gas market – and the even grimmer prospects due to the booming shale gas sector in the U.S. – Russian projects concerning alternatives to Ukraine mover forward. In 2012, Gazprom even set a “virtual ceremony” to launch the South Stream pipeline, “before all necessary permissions had been acquired, and before the demand for energy in Europe, where Gazprom exports two-thirds of its produced gas, had stabilized.”

242 Institute of Modern Russia, blog post of February 5, 2013, How Gazprom Snoozed through the “Shale Gas Revolution”
Different reasons have been suggested for such move. Possibly, Russia is using South Stream as a “swift project” to persuade Ukraine to stay at Russia’s side. Some critics believe that the South Stream decision is just a product of a general Russian skepticism about the “U.S. shale gas revolution”: Gazprom’s deputy chairman Alexander Medvedev called the U.S. shale gas revolution a “bubble” similar to the dotcom boom243.

On the other hand, Europe seems to believe that the shale gas boom is there to stay. This can be detected by the strong pressure by European energy companies to renegotiate long-term supply contracts with Russia, based on prices and quantities largely fixed. If the buyer buys less gas than a certain agreed amount, is requested to pay a “fine” for the quantities it did not use (below a certain threshold). Due to the steep decrease in both natural gas prices and consumption in the continent, the rigid structure of Russian energy contracts forced to a wide set of renegotiations (details of contracts are secretive). Interestingly, also Ukraine was affected by the problem, and Gazprom is allegedly pursuing a payment of some 7 billion USD for unused gas by Ukraine244.

The liberalization plan of the gas sector in Europe also prescribed a stronger focus on spot prices, and was met by industrial dynamics to the same direction245. Russia answered to the new popularity of spot contracts with the declared intention to invest on gas storage facilities in Europe: up to 300 billion euro to double up the underground storage capacity at 5 billion cubic meters by 2015246. Although the planned storage capacity is minimal when compared to the annual natural consumption of the EU-27 (at 440 bcm per year), it still represents a significant amount considering daily consumption – with the possibility of making up for around three days of full consumption in winter. As the eventuality of a total supply interruption is to be excluded, the new storage could represent an important resource to limit the problems of a prolonged discontinuation. Most notably, storage may help to contain the risk of renewed Ukrainian clash; and may also grant Gazprom the opportunity to exercise “physical arbitrage” of gas quantities, making up for the margin possibly lost switching from long-term to spot structure contracts.

Together with such concerns, some analysts247 also argued that the recent decision to focus on a new interconnection with Azerbaijan called “Trans Adriatic Pipeline” (different than the old TAP in Asia) also presents issues in terms of energy independency. One of the owners of the pipeline, the Norwegian company Statoil, is also an operator of the supply field in Azerbaijan, and such situation might be problematic in terms of guarantees of the best conditions for final price formation.

The present outcome of the Russia-West energy debate seems therefore to have followed again the dynamics of 1980s. The heated diplomatic clash about the development of the Urengoy pipeline was solved in the end not only by the decision of the U.S. to release pressure about the initiative, but also by the fact that the prospect of decreasing fossil commodity prices. Analogously, the prospect of commodity oversupply led to a reshuffle in the strategic positions of EU, Russia and
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the U.S., and the solution of Ukrainian pipeline revamping – rejected by the West at first – has been accepted.

In this game there will never be a final winner or a final loser. There will be no definitive outcome: the equilibrium will be reestablished year after year. At current, it seems that Russia may suffer indeed from a downturn on the energy side, but such downturn will persist until the European demand will remain low. The actions undertaken by the West to counter the possible formation of a Moscow centered gas monopoly have been effective – be it the focus on shale gas in the U.S., or the EU’s infrastructural and supply diversification. If the price outlook of fossil commodity remains low, the EU and the U.S. shall further invest in solutions to avoid a sudden change in equilibrium. In particular, if the solution is that of a Ukrainian upgrade, a decrease in gas availability from international market may lead to filling up the capacity of Russian pipelines, with possible issues in terms of supply pricing – especially if the pricing formula will tend to spot structures.

The constant “swings” of the energy availability pendulum in the last years also open the question whether “democracies” may be fit for long-term planning in the sector of energy. The experience of the last thirty years, with its series of “booms” and “busts” – and their effect on the Western economies – make clear that the most problematic issues for Europe and the U.S. was the possibility of introducing strategies whose vision would go beyond the mandates incumbent governments. The Polity IV index claims that Russia’s development state is not at par with that of the West (the score is 4 in a range from -10 to +10), classifying it as an “anocracy”: “a regime-type where power is not vested in public institutions but spread amongst elite groups who are constantly competing with each other for power”.

Does Russia enjoy an “autocratic advantage”? There is a compelling amount of evidence to suggest that closed yet stable systems of government might be preferable to predatory and unstable democracies, as in the latter case rulers cannot be sure to stay in power in the following period, and will exert all the wealth they can from resource production – even pushing production to the extreme, negatively affecting the domestic economy in the long run. Such consideration differs from general theories about the relationship of dictatorship with economic development: the energy sector works differently. In particular, the energy sector might work efficiently also if ownership is concentrated in few hands, and may operate also independently of the general economic condition of the population. This is different from aiming at general economic development, which requires openness to business initiative and – consequently – the opportunity of political participation. Of course, if an energy state severely lacks economic development, the problems might end up impacting also the energy sector – as demonstrated by the case of Russia and its problem with investment and coordination in the area (in the mid-1970s, in the late 1980s – and possibly today).

The risk for Europe is that short-sighted planning may lead the continent to fall again into a “problem of delayed production”, with an energy crisis due to poor investment and attention in the boon years. The outcome of an energy investment may be visible even fifteen or twenty years after the decision, and the electorate may often not recognize the need of certain investments, and make deciders accountable for expenses, without recognizing future benefits. Conversely – and most unfairly – rulers that come next may enjoy the dividends of the investment, without having had to
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bear the political burden of the expense. On such extent, the biggest risk for the EU supply security is to take the shale gas boom for granted, and to avoid engaging in those necessary investments needed to secure an adequate portfolio of alternative suppliers. The history of energy relations shows how the winds may change suddenly.

In terms of the broader EU-Russia relations and their impact on supply security, it is indifferent whether the goals of Russia are “political” or “commercial”. This is due to the fact that the two goals can be partially identified, as the political soul of contemporary Russia is strictly correlated with energy. Russia would never try to expand a “political empire” beyond the matter of gas, because it simply does not serve the domestic purposes of the country. In the same terms, Russia does not enjoy any domestic incentive to differentiate from energy, as it would alter the power structure that dictate the political life of the federation.

The current situation in the global energy interconnection dynamics is a perfect expression of such tendencies. In July 2012 a 10 billion USD agreement was signed for the development of an Iran-Iraq-Syria pipeline, with a capacity of 40 bcm/year of gas; the project will take its feed from the “South Pars” field, which is shared by Iran and Qatar. Yet, Qatar seems to prefer an alternative route, through its “North Field” (close to South Pars) passing through Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Syria and Turkey, where it would interconnect to the local network, accessing the market of Western Europe. The key difference between the two projects it that the first one (Iran-Iraq-Syria) would pass through a Russian network of influence, from Iran to the Syrian port of Tartus; whereas the second project would bypass it. The uncertainties in Syria, of course, have led to a halt to both initiatives; but the winning force will also be the one deciding which initiative to favor.

Also east of Iran the situation is changing, due to new role that the Pakistani port of Gwadar will play for the presence of China: it is intended to be the “second link” between resource-rich regions and China, connecting the Middle East to Beijing, as the Alataw Pass does for Central Asian resources. A pipeline from Iran to Pakistan, with the possibility of an Extension to China, is planned. In case the old “TAP” project from Turkmenistan is revived, Gwadar will also be the interconnection hub with China. The military tension in the South China Sea can also be explained by the question of control on energy connections. The area hosts the most important sea lanes connecting the Persian Gulf to China, through the Strait of Malacca (between Malaysia and Indonesia’s Sumatra), and in the future may host additional LNG traffic from Pakistan in case pipeline projects will be completed.

What is the role of the U.S. in such development? Seemingly, it seems to be a competition between Russia, China and the U.S. Russia is facing a dramatic decline in all sides of society, and tries to keep the system alive through energy exports and other state-centered initiatives. The U.S. reacted to the reduced influence it started experiencing in the 2000s, through an increased focus on domestic resources. It seems that, as the center of global relations has moved east, the U.S. are struggling to find means and rationale for an intervention to influence the new energy tendencies to China. Possibly, the change in energy equilibrium is both a source and a consequence of global power; but as the experience of Soviet Union showed, a period of decline (as the 1965-73 in the Soviet Union) does not mean a complete retreat from a region that will remain pivotal as discriminant of global power. No great power is in the position to exert a fully hegemonic control on foreign energy producing areas. In particular, in the Middle East the wave of independence started in the 1970s, lately inspired by the “Azeri style” multidimensional diplomatic approach, is transforming every country in a possible center of interest and in an important actor in the balance of power.
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Great powers are adopting “similar” international tactics of influence, mixing territorial and market approaches, abandoning the more strict delineation that characterized the Cold War competition. As for China, it remains unclear whether the country will be able to deploy a full-fledged international approach, besides the interest-driven selected presence in some territories. The impact of shale gas further fragmented the situation, as the globalization of gas market jeopardizes the reliability of rents related to long term investments, and the global price structure. Current political concerns are deeply influenced by shale and its mediated effect on commodity prices, yet the main assumption is that the shale boom forever will last for at least two decades. Is this a risk the West really wants to run?
• The global energy sector has been impacted by recurrent “boom and bust” cycles, which can be explained at a political level by poor strategic oversight in the West. Since the expected return of energy investments may materialize decades after the investment decision, democracies face the challenge of better distributing the “political burden” of expensive investment decisions between the incumbent and future governments. Ideally longterm investment decisions in the energy sector should be agreed upon by multistakeholder groups at an international level.

• In terms of supply security, it is important to involve the private sector in diplomatic and political decisions. Every time the West was able to reach more reliable supply security, and also at a more affordable price, this was due to a more significant influence of private initiatives by industry (see the case of the 1986 price slump; or of the recent shale gas boom). The only constraints to private sector development may be environmental concerns – and there the state should intervene.

• Increased supply security in the West means increased stability worldwide. Lowering oil rents of producing countries limits the reach of the nationalist/imperialist agenda of regional powers. Spare capacity in the global energy markets allows also more freedom for Western powers to intervene more deeply – diplomatically or militarily – in resource-rich regions. This is no justification for the 2003 intervention in Iraq, but more for the 1991 operation in the same country – when Iraq’s aggressive design were about to alter the Middle East equilibrium. Without spare capacity, an intervention would cost much more in terms of booming energy prices. The current building spare capacity is altering also diplomatic discussions concerning Iran’s nuclear agenda. This also means that shale gas will not prevent the U.S. from having an interest in the Middle East.

• Reduced energy commodity prices seem to exert an influence on the Israeli-Palestinian peace process as well. The Palestinian issue is not just a local political confrontation, but the area where interests of global and regional powers meet. Reducing energy rents allows not only more decisive political initiatives, but also reduces the reach of countries with an aggressive agenda, eager to exploit the confrontation for their benefit.

• Europe is profiting from the U.S.’s success in shale gas, and less from reaping the benefits of its own strategic foresight. The drive towards the construction of LNG terminals allowed for the introduction of more supply diversity, reducing the current and prospective power of Russia. Yet, Europe should closely monitor Russia’s plan to expand its presence in Europe’s gas storage facilities, since controlling storage would allow Russia to deploy a strategy of “physical” arbitrage (filling and emptying storages to influence the market and exert better gas prices). Europe should also continue investing in alternative supply sources, as increased consumption of gas worldwide may strongly affect the situation – in other terms, Europe should avoid being on the “losing side” if the energy sector enters another cycle.
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